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Abstract
Defect-free dislocation channel formation has been reported to promote plastic instability
during tensile testing via localized plastic flow, leading to a distinct loss of ductility and strain
hardening in many low-temperature irradiated materials. In order to study the underlying
mechanisms governing dislocation channel width and formation, the channel formation process is
modeled via a simple stochastic dislocation-jog process dependent upon grain size, defect cluster
density, and defect size. Dislocations traverse a field of defect clusters and jog stochastically upon
defect interaction, forming channels of low defect-density. Based upon prior molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations and in-situ experimental transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations,
each dislocation encounter with a dislocation loop or stacking fault tetrahedron (SFT) is assumed
to cause complete absorption of the defect cluster, prompting the dislocation to jog up or down by
a distance equal to half the defect cluster diameter. Channels are predicted to form rapidly and are
comparable to reported TEM measurements for many materials. Predicted channel widths are
found to be most strongly dependent on mean defect size and correlated well with a power law
dependence on defect diameter and density, and distance from the dislocation source. Due to the
dependence of modeled channel width on defect diameter and density, maximum channel width is
predicted to slowly increase as accumulated dose increases. The relatively weak predicted
dependence of channel formation width with distance, in accordance with a diffusion analogy,
implies that after only a few microns from the source, most channels observed via TEM analyses
may not appear to vary with distance because of limitations in the field-of-view to a few microns.
Further, examinations of the effect of the so-called “source-broadening” mechanism of channel
formation showed that its effect is simply to add a minimum thickness to the channel without
affecting channel dependence on the given parameters.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Summary of Radiation Effects in Materials

Materials in the presence of irradiation are damaged by the transfer of energy between the
iparticles and the matrix. In this process, excess energy of the recoil atoms is dispersed by
additional cascades of collisions which lead to “balloons” of damage lasting roughly 1 ps before
thermally healing with most of the defects recombining. All of the unresolved damage consists
of interstitials and vacancies which are too far from one another to recombine spontaneously.
These exist both as individual defects and also as clusters, with the number and size of clusters
primarily dependent on crystal structure. In FCC materials, SFTs and larger interstitial clusters
are formed as a result of the close-packed structure, whereas in BCC materials, a large number of
small clusters exist because the structure is relatively open. These differences result in slightly
different behavior between structures.
Following defect creation, temperature drives the macroscopic changes in the material. At
low temperatures vacancy mobility is virtually negligible, while interstitials and their small
clusters are mobile (except at extremely low temperatures). As temperature increases the
mobility of large interstitial clusters increases and vacancies become mobile. Their movement
leads to increasing cluster sizes, dissolution of clusters, and removal of defects to sinks,
depending on the materials and temperature. In addition to interstitials and vacancies, radiation
damage provides the high concentrations of energy required to initiate precipitation of particles
(such as carbides) within the matrix.
These microstructural changes and interactions result in five primary radiation effects which
are temperature and dose dependent. For certain materials additional effects are possible (such as
crystallization with some amorphous alloys). These primary radiation effects are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Radiation Hardening and Embrittlement
Radiation-Induced Precipitation
Volumetric Swelling
Radiation Creep
High Temperature Helium (He) Embrittlement

Radiation hardening and embrittlement is discussed below in 1.2 and is the broad category under
which defect-free channel formation occurs. Radiation-induced precipitation is caused by the
temperature-induced growth of precipitates or phases which nucleate in a cascade, after
sufficient damage has accumulated. Volumetric swelling is the coalescence of vacancies into
large clusters which lead to material expansion. As such, this requires sufficient radiation
damage for vacancies to find clusters and voids, and sufficient temperature for vacancy mobility,
yet low enough temperature that the clusters are thermally stable. Radiation creep is caused by
the abundance of vacancies providing ample opportunity for dislocation climb, the fundamental
reason for creep. This occurs at lower temperatures primarily since the threshold vacancy
concentration for creep is provided by thermal concentrations alone at high temperatures. He
1

embrittlement is caused by He atoms in the material (through transmutation or alpha particle
deposition) diffusing to voids and stabilizing them, essentially creating precipitate-like
structures. These structures act as stress concentrators, strengthening, but embrittling the
material.

1.2 Mechanisms of Radiation Hardening and Embrittlement
Radiation hardening and embrittlement is both a low temperature and low damage
phenomenon, nominally occurring below 0.4 of the melting temperature (𝑇𝑚 ) and onsetting at
about 0.1 displacements per atom (dpa) [1–7]. Fundamentally, this phenomenon is just caused by
the buildup of defects in the material. Since temperature is low, there is little recombination
healing of the material and the defect clusters primarily just accumulate. This leads to locking of
the dislocations and/or their sources in place, preventing plasticity at typical stresses. As damage
increases this effect is exacerbated. Ultimately, this significantly increases the yield stress.
However, once the new yield stress is achieved, a dislocation becomes unpinned and able to
move quickly through the material until it encounters the next defect where it can either be
pinned there until the stress increases, or cut through the defect. As discussed in Chapter 2:, these
defects can be removed in part or entirely by this process, allowing subsequent dislocations to
pass through at lower threshold stress. Over several cycles, channels with low densities of
defects are formed through which dislocations pass very rapidly leading to enhanced plasticity
and rapid failure. It is therefore of interest to know the details of how these channels form in
order to develop mitigation strategies against embrittlement of low temperature irradiated
materials.

1.3

Objectives of this Work

As discussed in Chapter 2:, the current state of understanding with respect to defect-free
channels consists in a plethora of observations of channels in various materials along with
approximate estimates of channel width. This is accompanied by some dislocation dynamics
(DD) simulations based on MD dislocation-defect interactions. There does not as yet exist a
closed form model to estimate channel sizes nor quantitative estimates of the importance of
parameters such as stacking-fault energy (SFE), defect size, defect density, distance along
channel from its source, etc. This work is a first attempt at filling this hole in the research.
Rather than develop a detailed model (such as DD) which considers a significant fraction of
the physics, this work focuses on the stochastic nature of dislocation-defect interactions and
demonstrates its contribution to total dislocation width. The effects of defect diameter (d), defect
density (N), and location along the channel relative to the source (x) are quantified using three
different approaches, discussed in Chapter 3:. The resulting model is then compared to previous
experiments and used to propose suggestions for future experiments as well as provide some
2

insight on the significance of parameters not considered in this model (Chapter 5: and Chapter
6:). Because source broadening is a likely contributor to source width (Chapter 2:), this work
also considers source broadening as a method of channel development and quantifies source
width with channel width.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Since the early days of nuclear power, the existence of defect-free channels has been known
and studied [2,8–14] as a primary contributor to radiation hardening. At low damage and
temperature, irradiated materials undergo necking immediately following the yield stress.
Investigation of these materials identify defect-free channels within the material’s grains
[6,8,10,12–17]. Development of these channels allows the strain to be localized within them,
since dislocations have no impediment to motion within the channels vs. in the matrix, leading to
a relatively unstrained matrix, but highly strained channels [8,11,12,15]. This development is
identifiable as a special subset of deformation by dislocation glide [4].
Dislocations are emitted from sources after which they glide along a preferential plane.
Grain boundaries and inclusions are natural sources for these dislocations [18–20], as well as
other high stress surfaces, such as channels themselves [21]. As they glide, these dislocations
interact with defects by direct interaction and through defect decoration of the dislocation as a
result of attractive forces between them. These interactions cause immediate pinning of the
dislocation and a variety of experimental studies [20,22–25] and MD simulations [20,23–30]
have found that as the dislocation unpins, every interaction type from no change in the defect to
partial or full destruction of the defect, or transport of the defect to a different location can occur.
These interactions depend strongly on the type of dislocation (screw or edge), the type of defect
(SFT, dislocation loop), strain rate, temperature, and general materials parameters, such as
stacking fault energy.
Typcial interactions result in some amount of removal of the defect into the dislocation,
during which process the dislocation forms a superjog to accommodate the defect contents. If
partial absorption occurs, the defect may collapse to a planar loop (such as a Frank loop, in the
case of SFT partial removal [2,22,24,25,31–35]). If no absorption occurs, defect shearing can
take place with a portion of the defect being shifted one burger’s vector of the dislocation from
its initial location with the dislocation passing on unaltered with no formation of a superjog. As
one may infer, these processes are more probable, the weaker a defect is. Precipitates and voids
are unlikely to be altered significantly, whereas loops and SFTs are more easily altered or
removed entirely [36]. Unfortunately, it is difficult or impossible at the current time to generate
PDFs of the current interactions due to the state of understanding.
While much work has been done (see the references above) to look at different mechanisms,
the MD studies investigating them must use unrealistically high strain rates in order to gain an
interaction over the simulation time [26]. The short time frames also obscure whether defect
healing may occur in cases such as defect shearing. As computational power increases, these
strain rates may approach a level where the results are more realistic. While using real strain
rates, TEM studies have the normal experimental errors associated with them, not the least of
which is the surface effect, which has been shown to possibly induce artifacts in terms of SFT
absorption [37]. Models for defect removal must take this uncertainty into account when
determining how to treat such interactions. Intuitively, as stress increases, the probability of full
4

elimination increases. In the following work, this uncertainty is dealt with by assuming all
interactions lead to full removal as a limiting case and is discussed further in Chapter 3:.
Per the above MD studies, after the superjog forms, it runs along the entire length of the
dislocation until the length of the dislocation shifting it in the direction of the jog. While this is
true for a simulation with a small dislocation line fragment and no other pinnings, it must be
stated that for a full dislocation line, there will be significant “weaving” of the dislocation as the
jog will not able to pull pinned parts of the dislocation up to the current level, and will instead
end in a link between lower and higher regions of the dislocation, relative to the initial glide
plane. This superjog ripple is especially relevant for defect-free channel formation since this is
method by which dislocations reach new glide planes on which they are able to continue
interacting with defects. The step height of each of these glides can be inferred per the MD
studies above to be proportional to the number of point defects in the larger loops, SFTs, etc. and
is equal to the amount of the defect eliminated. On average then, since the dislocation has equal
probability of interacting at any point along the defect, the jog height will be about half of the
size of the defect, or, d/2 for a loop with diameter, d.The shifted dislocation will then glide
parallel to its initial glide plane until it encounters another defect. As this process continues,
hundreds of defects can be eliminated or altered significantly, concurrent with outward
progression of the dislocation. Other mechanisms which do not eliminate defects (such as helical
turn formation and cross slip) [30,38] are not likely to cause similar channel development
directly. Rather it will transfer dislocations to other glide planes, effectively broadening the
source, and thereby indirectly contributing to channel formation.
Specific mechanisms for channel formation and evolution has been the focus a number of
modeling and experimental studies [16,39–41]. Empirical deformation mode maps have shown
that there is a minimum dose required for channeling to be seen [6,42,43]. Intuitively, this is
reasonable given the fundamental process that must occur for channeling. If the number of
irradiation-induced defects, specifically soft defects, is small, then the probability of interaction
drops significantly, leading to large glide distances between interactions, and a distinct difference
between the “channel” and the matrix simply would not exist, as it does at higher doses. A
pioneering DD study demonstrated what has been shown above, that dislocation double crossslip to different planes is a fundamental mechanism in channel development. However, actual
defect elimination was caused by absorption of defects in the gliding dislocation.This study was
able to accurately represent actual channels [41]. Other DD and continuum studies have been
conducted by several groups [39,40,43–46] that show similar results.
Ghoniem et. al. [39,40] performed DD simulations that showed significant defect decoration
of dislocations. This decoration is presumed to cause significant increase in the stress required to
allow dislocation glide. Defect absorption leading to dislocation jogs proportional to the size of
the absorbed defects was shown to cause flow localization with large increases in yield stress,
comparable to experiments. Arsenlis et. al. [43] performed a DD study demonstrating channel
formation with pre-defining dislocation-defect interaction types. They found that channel
5

formation could be simulated by loop displacement leading to coarsening that grew loops into
large structures which began to act as larger dislocation networks. By performing simulations
over a broad range of defect densities, they further determined a threshold defect density for flow
localization to be around 8x1021m-3.
Continuum studies have been performed iin which the finite element method was used to
create coarser scale, but more macroscopic models. As opposed to DD, which is limited to a few
microns and is computationally intensive, continuum models are able to be much larger (many
microns in size) and able to run for longer time periods. By assigning all physics parameters
from MD and DD studies, these models also demonstrated channel formation. Po and Ghoniem
[46] showed single band channel formation with edge dislocations interaction with SFTs. Patra
and McDowell performed similar studies over larger domains, especially looking at the effect of
Schmid factor on channel development [44,45]. These two studies showed broadening of the
channels over large distances (>10 microns) and adequately reproduced flow localization in the
channels.
Other authors have suggested that channels may be governed by dislocation sources being
“volume elements” rather than point sources (such as a Frank-Read source) [47,48]. Despite this
work, there is not currently a quantitative predictive model for channel width, and the relative
importance of various microstructure and material parameters (including defect density and
diameter, length of the channel, size of the source, cross-slip energy, etc.) is undetermined. Dose
has been determined to impactful regarding initiation of channeling above a threshold damage
level and some studies have shown small increases in channel width with both dose and resolved
shear stress [15,49]. Ghoniem and colleagues published work on DD simulations indicating that
dislocations become decorated with defects as they move, and defect size and distance from
source are important factors in channel development [39,40].
In-situ TEM examination of irradiated 304SS was unable to correlate defect microstructure
and channel width, including variation in channel width over distances up to 100 microns
[8,15,47,49]. However, this is not a consistent result. In their detailed studies, Farrell et. al. found
significant variation in channel width across a wide range of materials including stainless steels,
zircaloy, etc. [6], in agreement with other studies [18,50]. A primary goal of this study, therefore,
has been to computationally model the broadening caused by dislocation interaction and jog.
Specifically, this study considered defect size, defect density, distance from the source of a
channel, and, secondarily, the size of the source (point vs. volume).
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Chapter 3: Modeling Methodology
3.1 Description of the General Approach and Assumptions
Three models to simulate channel width have been created. For each model, the system is
reduced to a 2D problem (vertical distance from the midplane and horizontal distance from the
source) by averaging out the line length of the dislocations. Each dislocation, as it passes through
the material, encounters defects stochastically according to defect placement, and is pinned on
average every Δ𝐿 nm, according to the dispersed barrier relationship [1]:
Δ𝐿 = (𝑁𝑑 )−0.5

Eqn. 3.1

The dislocation thus will, on average, only interact with one defect within a block that is Δ𝐿
deep, allowing a 3D block of this depth to be simplified to a 2D system. Figure 1 shows a
representative dislocation trajectory through an array of defect clusters using Model 1 (discussed
in 3.2 below). In Model 1, simulations use a 2D mesh, with an overall size corresponding to the
grain diameter of interest, which is filled with obstacles of the desired defect density and size.
Dislocations are simulated to be emitted on a preferential glide plane from a point source
(here assumed to originate at a grain boundary, although the model results do not depend on the
type of dislocation source) and they eliminate defect clusters upon interaction with the defect
microstructure. Upon interaction with a defect cluster, the defect cluster is completely eliminated
and the dislocation segment is assumed to randomly jog up or down (representing absorption
interactions with randomly-oriented dislocation loops or SFTs). The dislocation will continue to
glide on a slip plane parallel to the original slip plane until subsequent interaction with another
obstacle. Once a dislocation has spanned the mesh, it is terminated and another dislocation is
emitted from the source. When examining source broadening, the source position is moved up or
down incrementally through a given source size to construct the source volume of interest.
Subsequent dislocations emitted from the same source progressively travel a longer distance
before their first encounter with an obstacle due to prior defect cluster annihilation events. This
process repeats until a user-specified number of dislocations have been sent through the material,
ultimately leaving behind a simulated “defect-free” channel. This guiding methodology allowed
for the contribution of the underlying impact of the defect microstructure and dislocation-defect
interaction on channel formation to be determined. For each model, the following limiting
assumptions are utilized:
1) Effects from varying cross-slip energies, crystal structure, stacking fault energy, stress state,
etc. are ignored in defect-dislocation interactions and dislocation motion. These variables are
assumed to only affect the formation of the defect microstructure, direction of dislocation glide,
and the speed of channel formation, but do not directly affect channel size.
2) The defect microstructure is a required model input in order to simulate a discrete number of
dislocation-defect interactions and model the effect of irradiated microstructure on channel
formation. Defect size, density, and the distance from source to channel termination (grain
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diameter for grain boundary sources) are varied in the simulation and act as fundamental
parameters when developing a predictive equation.
3) Defects consist entirely of dislocation loops lying on randomly oriented habit planes. For
uniformly distributed loops oriented across all possible habit planes in a given structure,
interactions with defects will result in jogs also uniformly distributed between up and down
directions, based on the Burgers vector orientation of the loop relative to the dislocation.
Although the jog direction for a glide dislocation encounter with a dislocation encounter with
a dislocation loop will be opposite for vacancy vs. interstitial loops, for random loop habit
planes there will be equal probabilities for up vs. down jog directions [23,24,33,35,37]..
This is based upon numerous studies of SFT absorption observing dislocation jogs whose size
and direction is directly proportional to the size and orientation (apex up/down) of the defect,
leading to an average jog distance of about d/2 across all possible reaction positions from the
tip to the base of the SFT [23,24,27,33,35,37,51–53]. Jogs will thus also occur with a 50%
probability in either direction, since defects will be randomly oriented, This same sizing can
be extrapolated to defect loops based on the following. Although studies have shown edge
dislocations forming jogs on the order of d with defect loops [54], these jogs, when propagating
along the dislocation line are likely to reduce in size. Moreover, while it is acknowledged that
screw dislocations (which are the predominant mode for plastic deformation in BCC
structures) have not been observed to form jogs, reported dislocation channel mechanisms in
BCC metals such as double cross slip would functionally produce the same predicted behavior
as the dislocation jog model if the difference between the glide planes before and after cross
slip was on the order of d/2. Further, it is unlikely that all, or even most of the dislocations,
even in a BCC system, are of pure screw character, but will be some degree of mixed
dislocation, making some degree of jogging, cross-slipping, helical turning, etc. [26]
4) When a dislocation jogs, an entire section, the length of the average spacing between defects,
jogs uniformly. In reality, it is expected only part of the dislocation will jog and at some point
along the dislocation line the dislocation will be interacting with other defects (and jogging in
different directions). This assumption averages out these interactions over a fixed distance and
enables tracking of the dislocation line to be accomplished. Further, it allows for only one
section of the dislocation to be tracked while giving an estimation for the behavior of the entire
dislocation line, with reasonable validity. This assumption creates the limitation that channel
width predictions at the very beginning of the channel when it is quite close to the source are
unreliable since the dislocation has not yet reached a size where this averaging across the whole
line is physically realistic. However, this limitation is not expected to affect the bulk of the
channel and probably only applies for the first tens of nm from the dislocation source. In the
case of very large Δ𝑙 values (very low density or defect size), the reduced line tension in the
dislocation may make the jog mechanism less likely, leading to smaller and/or fewer jogs.
5) Loop orientation is ignored. Upon interaction, each loop is assumed to be entirely destroyed
and no debris remain.
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In order to predict channel sizing in real alloys, initial input of the expected/observed defect
microstructure (based on reported microstructural data) is required. Details of each model follow;
a flowchart presenting the general algorithm for both models is presented in Figure 2. Both models
follow a similar computational algorithm to simulate defect-free channel formation. Model 1
assumes a uniform defect distribution with an average distance between dislocation-defect
interactions, while model 2 is capable of simulating a non-uniform distribution of defects to
account for inhomogeneity in actual material microstructures.

3.2 The Average Spacing Model – Model 1
The first model uses a simple, uniform 2D mesh to model dislocation-defect interaction
within a grain. Based on the defect diameter (d) and density (N), the model assumes the
dislocation travels an average distance between interactions (ΔL), until its termination upon
spanning the entire grain of diameter (D). The average interaction distance of a dislocation
moving along a fixed glide plane in an array of homogeneously-spaced obstacles with fixed
defect diameter and density is given by the well-known dispersed barrier relationship.
Model 1 allows the defect microstructure to be modeled via a two-dimensional array, where
the distance between points on the axis of the dislocation jog is d/2 (average dislocation jog
width) and the distance between points on the axis of dislocation glide is ΔL. Defects are filled
into the array by assigning an initial “existence integer” to all defects, signifying each cell
initially contains a defect. All non-defect elements are initialized to 0. An example grid with one
dislocation passage is shown in Figure 1. A user-defined number of dislocations, originating
from a central grain-boundary source, are passed through the simulated grain in the direction of
dislocation glide. Upon dislocation-defect interaction, the existence integer is replaced by a nonexistence integer, signifying a defect has been eliminated and the dislocation stochastically
moves up or down in the direction of dislocation jog.
The final outcome of dislocation-defect interactions is surveyed to determine the resulting
defect-free structure. Surveying is accomplished in one of two ways: maximum, or core width
approximations. These are described in subsections 3.2.1, and 3.2.2 below.

3.2.1 Maximum Channel Width Approximation
This approximation tracks the movement of dislocations in their paths in each direction
furthest from the midplane of the channel. Essentially, this is just finding the maximum and
minimum possible paths that dislocations can traverse. The difference between these paths gives
the maximum observable width of the given channel. As shown in section 4.1, this estimate
includes large areas which have little defect removal, providing the basis for the development of
the core channel width approximation, which is helpful to estimate a corresponding lower bound
for comparing to TEM data.
9

Figure 1: Example of a first path through the Model 1 matrix. Red (darker) dots indicate defect elimination sites and blue
(lighter) dots show intact defects. The arrow shows the incidence location for the dislocation line and spacing is shown in the
upper left corner. Future dislocations will not see the defects marked red and will thus continue to glide until coming to an
existing defect. As defined in this paper, d is the defect diameter and Δl is the average distance between interactions/defects. Note
that the defects are not drawn to scale for ease of viewing.

Figure 2: Simple logic flow chart of the program. Each history is a single channel creation and evaluation. At each new history,
all preceding information is saved and a new channel is created with the same parameters as the previous channel. The
randomness of the system is thereby averaged out over a large number of channels sampled. A much more detailed analysis is
available at the beginning of the main routine and each subroutine in Appendix B.
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Figure 3: Model 1 channel plot with overlaid core width approximation. Parameters were 100 dislocation passes with defect
cluster parameters d=10 nm, N=5x1023 m-3. The round (blue) points are locations of defect elimination, while the triangles
(orange) and squares (grey) are minimum and maximum locations of core channel assignment at each x location, respectively to
show validity of this core analysis method for model 1 and these parameters. Threshold of channel identification was set at a
defect concentration being 10% of the matrix density.

3.2.2 Core Channel Width Approximation
Per 3.2.1, a lower limit on the channel width can be found by applying a defect density
threshold, below which the channel is defined to exist. This allows for regions where the vast
majority of defects have been eliminated to be estimated. The threshold used in the code was
10% of the matrix, or 1021 m-3, whichever is higher. The code in the appendix describes this
method in detail (see Appendix B.4 CoreHeight SubroutineThe above figure shows clearly that
while a good approximation can be obtained, the core model at many points on the channel
significantly under-predicts the core channel width.

3.2.3 Design Limitations and Potential Systematic Errors in Model 1
Model 1 is inherently simple, one of its strongest aspects. However, in order to achieve this
simplicity the grid of defects that is created can only be populated with defects that are of the
same size. Different sized defects require different vertical (d/2), and both horizontal and depth
distances (Δ𝐿), which are inaccessibly by model 1 because a single grid is used. More
fundamentally, there is a potential systematic error associated with using a grid, if such use
cannot be verified as a reasonable approximation of the average dispersed barrier relationship.
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Moreover, the code in general must be externally verified to ensure that coding errors have not
introduced systematic errors into the model.
Regarding the core approximation, it is important to validate the approximations it gives. To
this end, a simple plot of a model 1 grid with the core maxima and minima estimations are
presented below in Figure 3. It is important to note that while the code appears to accurately
track the region expected to be viewed under a TEM, there are a number of data points which lie
well within the expected region. Therefore, the core predictions will likely under predict the
minimum. This was not resolvable with the current method and the detailed results are discussed
in section 4.1.4.

3.3 The Discrete Barrier Model – Model 2
This second model was developed, in part, to address the limitations and possible errors
discussed in section 3.2.3. The differences between model 1 and model 2 lie in removing the
average spacing assumption, and using a second algorithm for all analysis routines. Removing
the average spacing approximation confers two benefits. First, it confirms this technique to
model defect-dislocation interactions as valid (see section 5.1). Second, more complex scenarios
with defect distributions, rather than a simple average defect size, including Gaussian and
custom distributions about given mean defect sizes can be analyzed. Writing the code as an
entirely independent algorithm further enabled elimination of significant coding errors. As a
result, the combination of models 1 and 2 allows evaluation of the five assumptions in section
3.1, with good confidence.
Algorithmically, the difference is in how the 2D mesh is generated. Instead of using a grid,
an array of 4 columns, and rows equal to the number of defects is created. This is then filled with
defects whose, x, y, and z positions, along with diameter, and existence integers. The positions
are chosen uniformly along each axis (the z-axis being depth, y-axis being distance from
midplane, and x-axis being horizontal distance traveled from the source). The z-axis is
maximized at Δ𝐿, per the expectation that the dislocation will only interact with one defect with a
distance of Δ𝐿. x- and y-axes are maximized by user entry. As the defects are being created, a
spherical overlap restriction is used to ensure that defects don’t exist in the same location, or near
enough that they are likely to combine.
As dislocations pass through the matrix, the program searches for the nearest defect that can
interact with the dislocation. When the program finds such a defect, it eliminates it and jogs. All
sampling locations (spaced out a distance of Δ𝐿 for comparison to model 1) between the original
dislocation location, and the location of jogging are updated with the dislocation’s position.
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3.3.1 Maximum Channel Width Approximation
Maximum channel width is calculated in a similar manner to that in model 1. As
dislocations are moving through the material, each recorded width at the sampling point is
compared to the current maximum and minimum, which is updated accordingly. The maximum
width, as with model 1, is simply the difference between these values.

3.3.2 Core Channel Width Approximation
The core width analysis is performed rather similarly to model 1. The primary difference is
that within each sampling section, eliminated defects are gathered into a single array and all
possible combinations of core width are examined to determine the width corresponding to the
threshold density (section 3.2.2). This gives a reasonably similar result to the model 1 core width
approximation. Figure 4 gives an example of the plot. As with the model 1 core approximation,
this approximation is clearly an underestimate of the core, possible a little more of an
underestimate than model 1. However, it still gives a reasonable approximation to the core
channel width that is useful in Chapter 5:.

3.3.3 Design Limitations Remaining in Model 2
Following the model 2 adjustments, design limitations are relegated primarily to the
assumptions used in both models (section 3.1). This is demonstrated well in Chapter 4: where the

Figure 4: Model 2 example of channel core. Parameters were 100 dislocation passes with defect cluster parameters d=10 nm,
N=5x1023 m-3. The round (blue) points are locations of defect elimination, while the triangles (orange) and squares (grey) are
minimum and maximum locations of core channel assignment at each x location, respectively to show validity of this core
analysis method for model 1 and these parameters. Threshold of channel identification was set at a defect concentration being
10% of the matrix density.
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comparisons between models show excellent agreement. However, the results presented for these
two models only consider the mean value of the maximum and core channel widths. However,
since this is a stochastic process, the distribution of the channel width is good to know for
detailed comparisons with TEM data, both for model validation, and also for experimental
validation, since TEM results are often extremely variable (Chapter 2:). The Analytic method in
section 3.4 attempts to address this issue.

3.4 Analytic Approach to the Problem
The analytic result uses the model 1 approach to estimating the average of defect
distribution within the matrix. Fundamentally, this method attempts to simultaneously explore all
possible ways that a dislocation can move. This entails considering each and every path that a
dislocation can take in order to reach a specified location. This can be done by allowing a portion
of the dislocation to go in either direction every time the dislocation interacts with a defect.

3.4.1 General Mathematical Approach
This means that the dislocation encountering the first defect has weight of 1, meaning that it
can eliminate 100 percent of the defect. The defect weight is dropped to 0, indicating full
removal. The dislocation then jogs in both directions and its weight in each direction drops to
0.5, indicating that only 50% of the time the dislocation will encounter each new defect. Both
defects are reduced by 0.5, in accordance with the weight of the dislocation. Both parts of the
dislocation are halved and each jogs in both directions, leading a 0.25 reduction in defect weight
on the edges, but a 0.5 reduction in the middle, since both dislocation fragments jog and
eliminate 0.25 of that central defect. This process can continue resulting in probabilities of
elimination as shown below.
The weight of the defects on each point, following the first pass, is thus 1 minus the above
values. On the next pass, the dislocation fully passes the first defect, which is eliminated, and
encounters the midline defect on column 3, fully eliminating it. However, since only 0.5 of a
defect exists, only 0.5 of the dislocation jogs and separates, with the other 0.5 of the dislocation
continuing on to the midplane column 5 defect with the process continuing from there. This
process can be used to determine the probabilities of any defect being eliminated for any number
of dislocations passing through the material. After this analysis, probabilities of different channel
widths can be calculated via conditional probability analysis.
This is done via the following, only using the definition of maximum channel width, for
simplicity. For this definition, two probabilities are important, the probability that an extremum
point is eliminated, 𝑃𝑒𝑥 , and the probability that all other points beyond (further from the center)
are still existing, 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 . These probabilities are valid for both the maximum and the minimum
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values of the channel. Or, for any given 𝑦1 = max, 𝑦2 = min, the probability of that channel
width being found is,
𝑃𝑤𝑖 = 𝑃𝑒𝑥,𝑦1,𝑖 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑦1,𝑖 𝑃𝑒𝑥,𝑦2,𝑖 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑦2,𝑖

Eqn. 3.2

These are each found by,
𝑃𝑒𝑥,𝑦𝑗,𝑖 is found by the analysis process just performed and can simply be pulled from the
array.
𝑚

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑦𝑗,𝑖 = ∏ (1 − 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚,𝑘 )

Eqn. 3.3

𝑘=𝑙+1

Where,
k is the counter variable
m is the total number of defects above or below the midplane
l is the current defect being evaluated
Leading to an average channel width,
𝑛

𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒 = ∑ 𝑃𝑤𝑖 𝑤𝑖

Eqn. 3.4

𝑖=1

For n = total possible widths. The specific code used to implement this is shown in
Appendix A. This process leads not only to a listing of the average width, but to a distribution of
all possible widths. The method of implementation was also made to be consistent with models 1
and 2 as well, allowing comparison between models. The specific results of this method are
discussed in section 4.3.

3.4.2 Remaining Limitations Between all Three Methods
Because model 1 is a valid approximation per model 2 (section 5.1), and this analytic
method is an extension of model 1, this method removes the limitation within the first two
models of not knowing the distribution of channels. However, this particular method is a poor
choice for general analysis for two reasons. First, it has no ability to probe multi-defect systems,
just like model 1. As shown in section 4.2.3, these systems cannot typically be represented with a
simple average of the defect sizes and a good model incorporating multiple sizes has not been
developed, per the discussion of model 1 limitations.
Moreover, for the developed code, this method is limited to very short distances (<10 μm
typically) due to high memory requirement, limiting its application. There are some ways in
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Figure 5: Example grid of analytic solution. Grid consists of probabilities that any given defect is eliminated after 1 dislocation
passage. The staggered pattern of defects is due to the setup of model 1, see Figure 1. Defects outside of this cone have an
elimination probability of 0 since the dislocations cannot jog out to them.

which this can be circumvented, but they have not been explored. As a result, there are no known
limitations or systematic errors beyond those presented by the formulating assumptions. As a
result, the following chapters will present results that are consistent with the assumptions given
and evaluation of those assumptions via comparison to TEM results can be done with high
confidence.
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Chapter 4: Presentation of Results
4.1 Model 1
For model 1, the defect elimination sites are interest for understanding of what the
predictions are showing. In Figure 3, a plot for high diameter (d=10 nm) at moderate density
(N=5x1023 m-3) shows the sites of defect elimination with a plot of the core channel extrema
estimation by the program. At a more moderated defect size (d=2 nm) with the same defect
density, Figure 6 presents a plot of the defect elimination sites.

4.1.1 Effect of the Number of Dislocations on Channel Width
There has been some in-situ work showing that defect-free channels form very quickly
[47,48,55,56]. This implies either that the dislocations sources, once activated, produced
dislocations quite rapidly, allowing the generation of channels by near-instantaneous passage of
many dislocations, or that only a few dislocations are required in order to form these channels. In
order to investigate this, typical conditions (N=1023 m-3, d=2 nm) were applied for a variety of
dislocation passes running from 2 to 1000 per channel with 103-4 histories per simulation. The
results are presented in Figure 7, showing a very small transient, such that the channel is nearly
developed by just 10-15 dislocation passes, and fully developed by 20 with only insignificant
increase in channel width moving up to 100 and no additional change up to 1000 dislocations.
The same plot for the core channel approximation yields Figure 8. This figure shows the same
general trend as the maximum width correlations, indicating that the channel develops uniformly.
However, as the channel becomes long (near 50 µm), only at 25 dislocation passes does the
channel converge to the infinity passes result. The reason for this is due to the random walk
nature of dislocations leading to more scatter in the channel width, leading to a decrease in the
observed width from a core channel perspective at very low dislocation pass numbers.
Generally, for both the core and maximum approximations in model 1, after several
dislocation passes, the channel becomes fully developed. While it takes a few more passes for
the core region to develop than the maximum region, the difference is quite minimal and only
exists for longer channels such as simulated above. At 100 dislocation passes (the number used
in all correlation studies), both are fully saturated, and in a real system, one or two networks of
dislocations could easily contain the required number to fully clear a channel, in accordance with
previously referenced works. Intuitively, the number of dislocations required for full channel
formation should be somewhat higher due to the existence of other dislocation-defect
interactions, including partial eliminations leading to defect debris. Additional work is needed to
fully characterize this information.
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Figure 6: Model 1 channel plot. Parameters are d=2 nm, N = 5x1023m-3 in a 50 𝜇m channel with 100 dislocation passes per
section 4.1.1. Each point is a location of defect elimination. Maximum channel width predictions will follow the outer lines very
closely, while the core channel width predictions will follow the low defect region more closely, ignoring the outer lines.

Figure 7: Model 1 maximum channel width dependence on the number of dislocation passes per history. The numbers in the
legend reflect the number of dislocations per history. Model parameters for each run were d=2 nm, N=5x10 23 m-3.
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Figure 8: Model 1 core channel width dependence on number of dislocation passes per history. Simulation parameters were d =
3nm, N = 5x1023 m-3 for each run. The numbers in the legend reflect the number of dislocations per history.

4.1.2 Effect of the Microstructural Properties on Channel Width
The most important part of this study is the effect of microstructural properties, diameter
and number density of defects, and the distance of sampling from the source. From the literature,
diameters tend to vary between 1 and 6 nm, with densities between 1022-1024 m-3
[16,18,49,57,58]. In order to find the effect of each parameter, one parameter must be held
constant while the varies. Choice of the value of the parameter to hold constant is vital to an
accurate prediction, since the value obtained will be more accurate around those parameters, than
much further from them. Based on the given typical parameters, when effect of density was
being evaluated, d = 2 nm; when effect of diameter was being evaluated, N = 5x10 23 m-3, the
same as in the dislocation number effect plots. The simulation data sets used are presented in
Table 1.
These particular values were used so as to nearly equally span the range of normal data,
while giving some bias towards low diameters and the higher, more commonly observed
densities. For model 1, when all of these are performed the following, Figure 9, is obtained, only
plotting some of the data points, for clarity. It should be noted that the above analyses do not
permit the investigation of the resolved shear stress (RSS), despite it potential importance (see
section 5.2). Based on the assumption that all defect interactions lead to defect elimination, it is
implicitly assumed that the RSS is high, leading to more probable defect elimination and thus
larger channel widths [16,44,49,55,59].
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Table 1: Table of simulation parameters used for correlations in all models
Simulation
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Diameter
(nm)
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Density (m-3)

Simulation
Number
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

7.5x1021
1.0x1022
2.5x1022
5.0x1022
7.5x1022
1.0x1023
1.25x1023
1.50x1023
2.25x1023
2.75x1023
3.25x1023
5.00x1023
1.0x1024

20

Diameter
(nm)
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11

Density (m-3)
5.00x1023
5.00x1023
5.00x1023
5.00x1023
5.00x1023
5.00x1023
5.00x1023
5.00x1023
5.00x1023
5.00x1023

(a)

(b)
Figure 9: Model 1 microstructural parameters effects on maximum channel width. (a) Plot of the effect of changing defect
diameter with N = 5x1023 m-3 and a diameter variation of 1-11 nm. (b) Plot of the effect of changing defect density with d = 2.0
nm and defect density varying from 7.5x1021 m-3 to 1.0x1024 m-3.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 10: Model 1 core channel width dependence on microstructural parameters. (a) Plot of the effect of changing defect
diameter with N = 5x1023 m-3 and a diameter variation of 1-11 nm. (b) Plot of the effect of changing defect density with d = 2.0
nm and defect density varying from 7.5x1021 m-3 to 1.0x1024 m-3.
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Despite the number densities spanning two orders of magnitude, and the diameter spanning
one order of magnitude, Figure 9 shows a significantly larger increase in channel size over the
given range for diameter than density. It is also apparent from both graphs that the effect of
distance from the source is to increase the channel width in a parabolic manner. These effects are
quantified in section 4.1.3. For the core channel width approximation, the figures are
predominately similar with the notable exception that the channel appears to develop more
slowly. Moreover, the width of the channels is significantly reduced compared to the maximum
channel width. The model 1 core approximations for all data sets are presented in Figure 10.

4.1.3 Summary Correlations
The above results were correlated by matrix comparison of the least squares (LS) fit to a
power law for every case. A power law was chosen for the following reasons. 1) It is the best of
the LS techniques, as determined visually and by the R2 value. 2) It fits extremely well to the
curve. 3) This is a random walk problem, meaning that it is similar to diffusion and should take
the form of a power law as a result. Given this, the following form was assumed for the overall
width equation.
𝑊 = 𝐴𝑥 𝐵

Eqn. 4.1

𝐴 = 𝐶𝑑 𝐸 𝑁 𝐹
𝐵 = 𝑊𝑑 𝑉 𝑁𝐽

Eqn. 4.2

Where,

C, E, F, W, V, J and empirically-determined constants. Because of the diffusion analogy,
𝐵 ≈ 0.5, while A is related to probability of defect interaction times the height of the interaction.
Solving for E, F, V, and J is done by comparing only data sets where one of the parameters is
constant, since the LS estimation gives values of A and B for each case, dividing the equations
from two cases leads to
𝐸=

log(𝐴1 ⁄𝐴2 )
log(𝐵1 ⁄𝐵2 )
, 𝑉=
log(𝑑1 /𝑑2 )
log(𝑑1 ⁄𝑑2 )

Eqn. 4.3

𝐹=

log(𝐴1 ⁄𝐴2 )
log(𝐵1 ⁄𝐵2 )
, 𝐽=
log(𝑁1 /𝑁2 )
log(𝑁1 ⁄𝑁2 )

Eqn. 4.4

For constant N, and

The subscripts refer to two any two arbitrary parameters. Looping over all subscripts for
subscript 1 ≠ subscript 2 and incrementing subscript 1 through the whold data set, a full analysis
of possible comparisons can be made. For constant d, taking the average values for all 23 data
sets,
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𝐶=

𝐴
𝑑 𝐸 𝑁𝐹

,

𝑊=

𝐵
𝑑 𝑉 𝑁𝐽

Eqn. 4.5

Because all values of A and B are LS estimates, there will be variation in the estimates for the 6
empirical constants beyond the error in the simulation. Therefore, a Grubb’s test is used to
exclude estimates that are outside of the tolerances inherent in that test [60]. This test simply
compares an adjusted-extrema value to the Grubbs test table. The value is thrown out if the
following is true.
𝐺𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ≤

|𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎 − 𝜇|
𝜎

Eqn. 4.6

Where,
𝜇 is the mean of the empirical constant estimations
𝜎 is the standard deviation of the estimations
Performing these operations on the model 1 results gives the following equation with significant
figures limited by the standard deviation. W, d, and x have units of nm, and N has units of nm-3.
For the maximum width estimation:
𝑊 (𝑥) = 0.85𝑑1.44 𝑁 0.43 𝑥 0.611𝑑

−0.020 𝑁 −0.014

Eqn. 4.7

For the core width estimation,
𝑊 (𝑥 ) = 0.37𝑑1.42 𝑁 0.32 𝑥 0.48𝑑

−0.031 𝑁−0.025

Eqn. 4.8

4.1.4 Error in Correlations
Error in the proposed correlations arise from two sources. The first is error due to the Monte
Carlo (MC) process creating a degree of uncertainty around the channel widths. For 103 to 104
histories, these errors are at most 1% of the mean, except for the first few data points (less than
about 200 nm from the source), where the standard deviations can be as high as 5-10% of the
means. As x increases, this error falls off quickly to about 0.01% of the mean value. Therefore,
the correlations will not be significantly affected by this source of error.
The second source of error is from the LS estimation of the power law equation leading to
an imperfect fit to the data. The correlation error is most strongly affected by this factor. The
correlative equations from the above section 4.1.3 can be compared to the data coming out of the
simulations without separating out these two factors. This is important for eventual use of these
equations to compare with TEM data. Figure 11 compares these results for both maximum and
core approximations.
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While the maximum approximation fits very well, the core approximation is poor.
Primarily, this arises from the highly variable core region approximation leading to a lessrepeatable process, with significantly more error. This also caused a significant number of trend
reversals when analyzing the LS equation differences.

4.2 Model 2
Similar to section 4.1, the plot of the channel is useful for channel comparisons and
understanding what the differences in the sampling methods (maximum vs core width
estimation) mean. For the same parameters of the channel plot for model 1 (d=2 nm, N=5x10 23
m-3), Figure 12 shows the channel plot from model 2.

4.2.1 Effect of the Number of Dislocations on Channel Width
The number of dislocations in model 2 have the same effect as in model 1. For d=2 nm, and
N=5x1023 m-3, as with model 1, varying the number of dislocation passes per history from 2 to
1000 dislocation passes for the maximum channel width approximation results in Figure 13.
Variation from 10 to 1000 dislocation passes per history for the core channel width
approximation results in Figure 14.

4.2.2 Effect of the Microstructural Properties on Channel Width
See section 4.1.2 for explanation of density and diameter values. All models use the same
set of values, listed in Table 1.. As with model 1, selected data sets are plotted below in Figure
15, showing the effect of each parameter. The diameter affects the channel width significantly
more than the defect number density. Moreover, the distance from the source does cause
substantial variation in channel width, but it is parabolic, as section 4.2.5 shows clearly. This
development is clearly altered somewhat when using a core model, with large reductions in
predicted widths. The corresponding plots are in Figure 16.

4.2.3 Effect of Diameter Distributions
As shown in sections 4.2.5 and 4.1.3, channel width varies to a power of about 1.5.
Therefore, simple weighted averages of the defect diameter may significantly under-predict the
width of actual channels formed. Capturing the effect of using these distributions was done using
Gaussian distributions about a mean diameter with various standard deviations, and taking a few
discrete distributions from literature. Using the same standard parameters as in the rest of these
results (N=5.0x1023m-3 and d=2nm) without a distribution, and normal distribution with standard
deviations of 0.1, 0.5. 1.5, and 3.0 nm the following plot, Figure 17, is obtained. For similar
comparison using literature data, see section 5.2.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 11: Model 1 comparison of correlative equations to select simulation sets. As noted earlier, for the cases where d is
specified, N=5x1023 m-3, and where N is specified, d=2 nm. (a) Core channel width comparisons. (b) Maximum channel width
comparisons.
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Figure 12: Model 2 channel plot. Simulation parameters are for typical (d=2 nm, N=5x1023 m-3) microstructure properties in a
50 𝜇m channel, corresponding to the same plot in section 4.1, with 100 dislocation passes, per section 4.2.1. Each point is a
location of defect elimination. The core model will follow the highly removed region, whereas the maximum model will follow the
outside lines very closely, including some regions of matrix-level defect density.

Figure 13: Model 2 maximum channel width dependency on number of dislocation passes per history. As with model 1, d=2 nm,
N=5x1023 m-3.
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Figure 14: Model 2 core channel width dependency on number of dislocation passes per history. d=3 nm, N =1023m-3.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 15: Effect of microstructure on the maximum channel width predictions from model 2. (a) Plot of the effect of changing
defect diameter with N = 5x1023 m-3 and a diameter variation of 1-11 nm. (b) Plot of the effect of changing defect density with d
= 2.0 nm and defect density varying from 7.5x1021 m-3 to 1.0x1024 m-3.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 16: Effect of microstructure on the core channel width prediction from model 2. (a) Plot of the effect of changing defect
diameter with N = 5x1023 m-3 and a diameter variation of 1-11 nm. (b) Plot of the effect of changing defect density with d = 2.0
nm and defect density varying from 7.5x1021 m-3 to 1.0x1024 m-3.
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4.2.4 Effect of Source Broadening
Source broadening is investigated by including a grouping of different discrete sources
within a single, small volume. Dislocations are emitted from a different discrete source each time
a dislocation is emitted such that each source is sampled equally. The effect of this is shown
below in Figure 18 and is the same for every set of source sizes and number of sources. The full
set of data is not present below for simplicity reasons. The effect is just a baseline addition to the
same dislocation jog, leading to the following relation for the effect of dislocation jogs.
𝑊 (𝑥 ) = 𝑊0 + 𝑆𝑉

Eqn. 4.9
Where the SV term refers to the source volume and W0 is the width generated by a point
source for the same parameters. The appropriate equations describing W0 are found in sections
4.1.3 and 4.2.5.

4.2.5 Summary Correlations
The method behind these correlations is discussed under section 4.1.3. There is no
difference in the method of correlation between models 1 and 2. This allows exact comparison of
the results of each of these models. The correlative equation for the maximum width
approximation is
For the maximum width estimation:
𝑊(𝑥 ) = 1.04𝑑1.45 𝑁 0.44 𝑥 0.595𝑑

−0.016 𝑁−0.015

Eqn. 4.10

For the core width estimation,
𝑊 (𝑥 ) = 0.58𝑑1.44 𝑁 0.36 𝑥 0.42𝑑

−0.04 𝑁 −0.05

Eqn. 4.11

4.2.6 Error in Correlations
See section 4.1.4 for a discussion of general errors in the model. In addition to those
comments, there is a larger error due to simulation stochastics as a direct result of using
randomly-placed defects. This leads to a larger deviation from between the equation predictions
and the simulation predictions. This is shown for both models in Figure 19. It should be noted
that the core approximation for model 2 also does not correlate well to a single descriptive
equation, for the same reasons as in model 1.
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Figure 17: Effect of Gaussian distributions about a mean diameter on the maximum channel width. Parameters for each of the
above lines are N = 5x1023m-3 and d=3 nm. Standard deviations are 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, and 3.0 with a total of 1000 histories per
curve.

Figure 18: Effect of using distributed sources on the maximum channel width. Parameters for each run are N = 5x1023m-3 and
d=3 nm. Source widths are varied between 0 and 20 nm.
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4.3 Analytic Model
For validation purposes, the same analysis done for models 1 and 2 in sections 4.1 and 4.2,
respectively, was performed on this model with the following correlations, using the same
parameter sets for up to 10 microns. The size of the matrices needed to go to 50 microns required
more memory than readily available, limiting use to 10 microns. Since this is based on model 1,
a fully set of graphs is not presented below. Rather, graphs for density and diameter variations
are presented in section 4.3.2 along with the appropriate correlation, which will be compared to
the other models in section 5.1.
As the strength of this approach lies in PDFs of possible maximum channel widths, that is
the focus of this section and is discussed in 4.3.1, below. As mentioned in section 3.4, the core
channel width was not evaluated for this model. However, an absolute minimum to the channel
width can be established based on Figure 20-22. This is the closest thing to a core width
approximation that is presented here.

4.3.1 PDFs of Dislocation Passage/Defect Elimination
For each parameter set run, the program outputs probabilities that any given channel width
is chosen. These are normalized and graphed below in Figure 20-22. Various parameters, mean,
standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, are then correlated with distance in a similar manner
to models 1 and 2. The extended details of this are presented in section 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Microstructure Effects
Microstructural effects on the mean, maximum channel width approximation were found in
the exact same way as with models 1 and 2. The only variation was in using d=3nm for variable
density measurements. Graphs of microstructural effects from diameter and density variations
are presented in Figure 23. The results of these variations are the following equation.
𝑊(𝑥 ) = 0.955𝑑1.480 𝑁 0.51 𝑥 0.6166𝑑

−0.023 𝑁−0.023

Eqn. 4.12

Microstructural effects on these four parameters are shown in Figure 24,Figure 25, and
Figure 25. The former of these is quite similar to the model 1 and 2 equivalents (Figure 9 and
Figure 15) as is the above equation. The latter figure gives the probability of the mean, standard
deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the distribution. Each of these quickly converges to a steady
value, and the details of this are discussed below in section 5.1.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 19: Model 2 comparison of correlative equations to select simulation sets. As noted earlier, for the cases where d is
specified, N=5x1023 m-3, and where N is specified, d=2 nm. (a) Core channel width comparisons. (b) Maximum channel width
comparisons.
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Figure 20: Maximum channel width PDFs at x = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 microns along the channel N = 5x10 23m-3, d=3nm.

Figure 21: Maximum channel width PDFs at x = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 microns along the channel. N = 5x1023m-3, d=11nm.

Figure 22 Maximum channel width PDFs at x = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 microns along he channel. N = 1x1024m-3, d=3nm.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 23: Analytical model microstructural parameters effects on mean maximum channel width. (a) Plot of the effect of
changing defect diameter with N = 5x1023 m-3 and a diameter variation of 1-11 nm. (b) Plot of the effect of changing defect
density with d = 3.0 nm and defect density varying from 7.5x1021 m-3 to 1.0x1024 m-3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 24: Effects of defect diameter on the statistical quantities of the channel plots. Number density is held constant at 5.0x1023
m-3. (a) Variation of the probability of the mean channel width to be chosen with distance from the source (b) Variation of the
standard deviation of the channel width PDF. (c) Variation of the skewness of the channel width distribution. (d) Variation of the
kurtosis of the channel width distribution.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 25: Effects of defect number density on the statistical quantities of the channel plots. Defect diameter is held constant at
2.0nm. (a) Probability of choosing the mean of the distribution. (b) Variation of the standard deviation of the channel width PDF.
(c) Variation of the skewness of the channel width distribution. (d) Variation of the kurtosis of the channel width distribution.
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Chapter 5: Discussion of Results Along with Predictions and
Implications of the Models
5.1 Comparison of the three Approaches
The most important validation comparison between these approaches involves comparing
the microstructural results of the various models and the resulting correlations.

5.1.1 Cross-model Validation
Eqn. 4.7Eqn. 4.10 4.10, 4.12 are in close agreement at each parameter. The pre-x factor, A,
is related to the probability of interacting with a defect, multiplied by the increase of channel size
upon interacting with a defect. The exponent on x, B, is just above the value of 0.5, which is
expected since diffusion is dependent upon the square root of time. For this diffusion analogy,
time is equivalent todistance along the axis, leading the equations agreeing with expectations.
The equations describing the core channel width, Eqn. 4.8 and 4.11, are not in good agreement.
While both show sharp differences in the constants C and W, the degree of change is quite
different for each, despite both model simulations yielding similar results. It should also be
noted, that the higher variability in model 2 leads to a discrepancy between the model 1 and
model 2 core approximations at high defect diameters. This is also likely why the constants C
and W in the equations are quite different. However, at the lower diameters, which are of greater
interest for most real situations, the models primarily agree. Despite these problems, the
correlations both agree that the effect of diameter and density of the defects is primarily
unchanged from the maximum width approximation, with the primary difference being a slightly
dampened diffusional broadening and a lower constant, C, with a small reduction in the effect of
defect density. There is also an increase in the contribution of Δ𝑙 to the exponent, B. These are
reasonable, being indicative of the core model removing the “tails” in the random walk process,
leading to slower outgrowth of the channel width distance than in a diffusion analogy.
A few additional conclusions can be drawn from Figure 3Figure 4. First, both core models
have a high degree of variability from one sampling point to the next, as mentioned above, which
was not able to be removed with a simple smoothing algorithm. This variability is mostly
directed inward and use of 1% density threshold for analysis did not improve either the
smoothness or the expected extrema locations. Such variations likely lead to an average underprediction of the core channel width, especially in longer channels where the stochastics will
cause this misidentification to increase. Secondly, while similar the models are not identical in
their estimation. Model 1 appears visually to fit the expected channel core more faithfully than
model 2, leading to both less variability in the result, and consequently greater precision and
accuracy in the averaged result. This may account for the difference in model predictions at high
defect size.
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Comparison of Figure 9,Figure 15, and Figure 23, presenting the effect of microstructural
parameters on mean channel width, visually presents the magnitude of the dependencies
predicted by the equations. The primary quality difference between models 1 and 2 is the
increased noise in model 2. This, however, is expected due to the inherent randomness of model
2 relative to model 1.
Therefore, these three approaches to modeling defect-free channels can be considered
accurate instances of the 5 assumptions set forth in Chapter 3:. The presented correlations are
also reasonable with respect to the simulations as shown by Figure 11 and Figure 19. The core
channel widths were reasonably accurate only for certain parameter sets, as a result of the higher
variability between models leading to less validity in the least squares regression. As a result of
this, in section 5.2, the core comparisons to literature data are done with direct simulations rather
than correlations. Since the correlations for the maximum approximations show better fidelity to
the simulations, these correlations are used in the model comparisons to the literature data.

5.1.2 Interpretation of the model results
The large degree of agreement between models 1 and 2 confirms that the present “checker –
board” configuration with model 1 is valid for dislocation-defect interactions governed by the
assumptions given in Chapter 3:. When considering additional parameters, such as force between
dislocations and defects leading to defect decoration of the dislocation [39–41], significant
simplification, without loss of information, can be achieved by implementing a model 1
framework, for a simplistic, 1 defect system.
Further, the model 2 results show the significance of distributed defect sizes. While the 1.5
exponent on the diameter implies that diameter distributions will not have the same effect as
their mean, Figure 17 quantitatively shows that even for small distributions around typical defect
sizes there is a significant deviation from the non-distributed solution. It is well known that
defect sizes in metals are often significantly distributed according to non-Gaussian distributions
[18,57,58]. Since a simple mathematical approximation of an equivalent diameter does not exist,
the use of an actual simulation is needed to approximate channel widths in real materials.
One of the most interesting results from this study comes from the analytic model. The
comparisons found in Figure 23-25 show the trends in the probability of choosing the mean
channel width, and the standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the channel width profile.
Importantly, each curve in those figures represents the same number of interaction distances, Δ𝑙,
from the source. However, since the number of those interaction distances varies equally with
diameter and density of the defects, changes in these parameters lead to different convergence
rates to the asymptotic limit over a given absolute distance. While the variation in the probability
of the mean is equally dependent on the diameter and density variations, the skewness, kurtosis,
and standard deviation of the PDF are not.
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Because the probability of the mean is entirely dependent on the number of jumps outward
from centerline of the dislocation, it is only dependent on Δ𝑙, with no stronger dependence on the
diameter. The actual mean corresponding to this probability, however, is more strongly
dependent on the defect size, since the magnitude of those jumps varies as d/2. This relationship
explains the prefactor to x in the given width equations. Recalling Eqn. 4.2, and all three
estimations of this factor, A varies as 𝑑1.5 and 𝑁 0.5 , consistent with the above explanation.
Noting the definitions of standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, as the second, third, and
fourth moments of a distribution, these parameters also vary as d/2, in addition to Δ𝑙, given this
variation between the mean width and given possible width.
Regarding the actual quantities, it is significant that the probability of the mean channel
width drops off quickly to below 0.1, asymptotically approaching ~0.04. Around this mean, the
distribution is rather flat relative to a Gaussian, having a kurtosis of 3.5, while a Gaussian with
unit variance has a kurtosis of 3.0. They are also highly right-skewed initially, but become more
normally distributed, with an asymptotic skewness limit of about 0.5. The most important of
these is the standard deviation, particularly given the low probability of choosing the mean. For
typical conditions (d=3nm, N = 5x1023m-3), the standard deviation reaches 20 nm by 10 µm from
the source. Given the power law dependence, for a 50 µm channel, the standard deviation of all
sampled channels would reach around 50 nm by the end of the channel. Comparing Figures
Figure 23 and Figure 24, this distribution about the mean is large enough to make obtaining a
good average channel width expected from TEM difficult and highlights the importance of
obtaining a large sample of well-taken data. When making comparisons to TEM results (next
section), the term “model” is used generically to describe any of the above approaches, except
where indicated specifically.

5.2 Comparison of Model Predictions with Reported Experimental Observations
The most important test of accuracy for the present model is how it compares to TEM
results. As detailed in Chapter 2:, there have been many attempts to quantify the width of
channels under a variety of conditions and materials. Some of these are compiled below in Table
2 with corresponding references and the predictions from the above maximum and core width
models for point sources and non-distributed diameters. While many other studies have been
conducted on defect-free channels, only the ones below had enough microstructural information
(grain size, defect density, defect size) in order to evaluate their predicted sizes in the present
model.
Evaluating Table 2, while the model appears to generally agree rather well with the data, the
degree of agreement is inconsistent, with most of the predictions falling in the lower part of the
experimental range. For most cases, the maximum width approximation agrees the best with
TEM observations, while only alloys with concentrations similar to type 316 SS (KS and ES
alloys from Stephenson and Was, [61,62], and 316 SS from Farrell et. al., [57]) are best predicted
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with the core width approximation. It is possible that the low SFE of austenitic stainless steels
causes suppression of the cross-slip, biasing the channels only to the core region [57,51] with the
typical straggle in the dislocation paths being minimized below observation levels in the TEM.
DD studies may be necessary to work out the detailed effects of these types of systems along
with quantification of the bias from energetics, and stress and strain distributions within the
channels.
An additional anomaly is the effect of resolved shear stress (RSS) on channel width. For low
temperature irradiation of vanadium between 0.01 and 0.6 dpa [49], Hashimoto et. al. showed an
increase in the channel width range from 15-80 nm to 90-105 nm with an increase in the
calculated RSS from 50-250 MPa. As shown in Table 2, the present model predicts widths
between 18-28 nm for the increasing dose as reported. Per the previous discussions, the model
does not take into account the effects of stress since stress is assumed only to unlock dislocations
from the state of being pinned to gliding through and elimination of defects. As a result, at the
maximum RSS, the observed and predicted channel widths should match, whereas decreases in
RSS should lead to an over-prediction by the present model. This may be explained by the strong
dependence on defect size distributions (section 4.2.3).
As explained there, diameter distributions, even of a Gaussian nature with reasonable or
small standard deviations lead to marked increases in the channel width predictions over the
mean. Unfortunately, most of the sources in Table 2 only report average defect sizes with total
defect density, with no discussion, much less a breakdown, of the size distribution. This is
demonstrated below for a number of different cases. In Figure 26, the model is used to predict
channel widths found in Ni and Cu based on the different defect types with their corresponding
sizes and densities in the measured materials.
Especially for the Ni case, it is apparent that the average size under predicts the
superposition of each defect type, due to the super linear dependence on defect size. In that
study, Frank loops and SFTs were quantified down to ~1nm sizes with all remaining defects
being classified as black spot defects. If only the mean sizes of each defect type are taken, simple
averaging of different defect sizes is sufficient for Cu, where the small black dot defects have
little effect on the total channel width, whereas for Ni, this is not sufficient since significant
amounts of both loops and SFTs exist, with much more of a contribution from the loops leading
to the averaging actually decreasing the predicted channel width, a clearly incorrect response.
This illustrates from real data the significance of size distributions on channel response. This
effect is clearly most important when distributions are bi-modal (i.e., different types of defects
exist, or high irradiation doses [3,21]).
Unfortunately, in the study on vanadium, the microstructure was only reported as total
defect density and mean size for the entire defect population [49,50]. Further experimental
studies are needed to better quantify the defect types and their size distributions at various
dosesand temperatures in order to better compare with model 2’s defect distribution results and
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Table 2: Comparison of predictions to TEM observations. Both maximum and core channel
widths are determined based upon reported defect microstructure (DL – dislocation loop, SFT –
stacking fault tetrahedra). Core cannel widths are determined using model 1 simulations.
Maximum channel widths can be predicted using any of the equations from Chapter 4:, which
yield similar values. The maximum widths below are calculated specifically from Eqn. 4.10, the
model 2 relation. Calculated maximum and core channel widths are calculated at half the
distance from the dislocation source (half the reported average grain size).
Reported Defect Microstructure
Mean
Dose
Density
Type
Size
(dpa)
(1023 m-3)
(nm)

Grain
Size
(m)

5.7

0.012

DL

1.8

1.1

5 – 10

27

8.0

0.12

DL

2.1

1.9

5 – 10

80 - 105

29

8.3

0.69

DL

2.1

2.3

5 – 10

V-4Cr-4Ti

~50

49

17

0.5

DL

3.7

1.0

16

[63]

Cu

100 – 250

70

26

0.1

SFT

2.4

4.5

30

[18,19]

Cu-Cr-Zr

50 - 200

77

28

0.1

SFT

2.5

5.0

30

[18]

Mo

60 - 160

61

22

0.28

DL

3.36

0.2

70

[58]

Fe

100 – 200

101

32

0.79

DL

5

0.6

33

[64]

A533B

40

25

8.3

0.81

DL

1.3

0.65

60

[57]

316 SS

5 - 15

41

13

0.17

DL

1.6

1.0

67

[57]

316 SS

10-30

77

26

0.78

DL

1.8

4.0

67

[57]

Zr-4

40 – 75

28

10

0.1

DL

1.8

4.0

13

[57]

KS

73-105

210

65

9.6

DL

9.2

0.8

25

[61,62]

ES

58-83

232

79

10.3

DL

6.1

4

29

[61,62]

Material

V

Reported
Channel
Width
(nm)

Calculated
Maximum
Width (nm)

Simulated
Core
Width
(nm)

15 - 85

18

25 - 105
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Ref.

[15,50]

(a)

(b)

Figure 26: Predicted channel widths for different diameter distributions in (a) Cu, (b) Ni. Widths are predicted at 10µm from the
source for size distributions based on reported microstructure in Hashimoto et. al. [16] with black spot defects having a density
of 1023m-3 with a diameter of 1.0nm.
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also to determine if the RSS has a larger effect than increasing the probability of defect
elimination. Some of the available studies did provide such diameter distributions [18,19,57,58]
with their data. For these studies, the results were compiled and plotted as found below in Figure
27.
The dramatic improvement in the prediction when using the distributed sizes is apparent in
Figure 27. For Cu, Cu-Cr-Zr, and Mo, the model fits quite well, despite needing to use the
arbitrary distance of half-way along the channel. Were the results in these sources also specified
relative to distance from the dislocation source, it is expected that these results would fit much
better. As previously noted, for the 316 SS cases, the maximum width is likely suppressed while
the core width fits the experiment excellently. Moreover, while there is dramatic increase in the
widths from the maximum approximation, it is apparent that the correction across every listed
case is rather small for the core approximation. For the Zircaloy-4 case, the model does not fit
well, even for the maximum condition, and the channels observed are much greater than
predicted. For this case, a small concentration (2.5x1021 m-3) of large (6.5 nm) defects was added
to distribution given in the paper 1) to see its effect and 2) to account for small amounts of such
defects which were reported for lower doses [57]. Since this information (provided in above
graph) still is well below reported values, it is expected that this material (or possibly the more
general case of HCP metals) requires higher fidelity to the physics involved and the reason for
this discrepency is an excellent topic for future study.
In general there a few discrepancies between the given model and experiment, but these are
able to be accounted for either by the use of distributions in the defect sizes, recognizing the
likely suppression of dislocation jogging leading to better agreement with the core approximation
in austentitic steels, and noting the possible effects of HCP crystal structure, likely due to limited
slip systems leading to biases in the type of interactions obtained and other presently ignored
physics on channel width. Thus, except where the last of these explanations is needed, the model
can be generally characterized as accurate, despite its low complexity. Defect-free channels can
therefore be characterized by simple, stochastic dislocation-defect interactions, dependent
primarily on defect diameter, with lower dependence on distance from the source and defect
density. This implies that there should be marked dependence of the channels on dose; dosedependent microstructure were evaluated to determine this dependence.
For several studies in Table 2, dose dependence has been reported by the authors
[15,49,57,58]. However, only Hashimoto et. al. [49] and Farrell et. al. [57] also report the
channel width variation with dose. For FCC stainless steel [57], and BCC vanadium [49] to
doses below 0.8 dpa. Both the average size and density increased with dose, in both materials,
Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Comparison experimental to predicted results for distributed and averaged defect sizes. All sources for this figure
provided distributions of the defect sizes which were used to compare to the present model. Results when using both the mean
and distributed diameters are provided with each material plot using the same symbols which appear in the legend. As before,
since no source information is given, the model uses half of the grain size as the approximate distance along the channel.
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In the model, these parameters show an increase in channel size with dose, supporting
experimental evidence with the comparisons given in Figure 29. The reports on vanadium do not
contain detailed microstructure information and the core model is irrelevant; only the maximum
width, average diameter condition is reported. Given Figure 27, there is good reason to expect
that reporting of the defect distributions would yield accurate results within the experimental
range. In vanadium, the model accurately followed channel width development for low applied
RSS. This my be due to evolution of defect microstructure of vanadium under irradiation. It is
well understood that defect density and sizes increase with neutron damage, until approaching an
asymptote as uncorrelated recombination becomes dominant, as in low SFE BCC metals [5–7].
At these lower doses, the distributions are small and the mean diameter and density are
reasonable for channel predictions. As shown above, increases in dose require the use of
distributions to predict. Similar trends are found for low temperature (80 ºC) in BCC
molybdenum. Li et. al. also showed a broad range of widths from 60 - 160 nm once the threshold
of 0.01 dpa is passed. While no dependence with dose is given, the development of
microstructure with dose is given allowing comparison with the present model [58] in Figure 30.
At these low doses, the model predictions using mean diameters appears to be sufficient. More
specific information on channel widths would be useful in providing a more detailed comparison
to this model.
Generally, in FCC materials with up to moderate SFE, SFTs are the most probable defects
to form under irradiation. Mean sizes of SFTS are typically invariant with dose, with their
density increasing instead up to a saturation point near 0.1 dpa [4,21], further, MD studies show
that these immobile SFTs are produced during displacement cascades [7,26,65]. Due to the low
dependence of dose on defect size, dose should be, at most, weak factor in the channel width of
these materials. Sharp investigated some of these effects on channel width in copper [8] in some
of the first work on this topic. Some of this work surprisingly showed a decrease in channel
width with dose from 250 – 130 nm with increasing fluence (0.33 – 2.3 x 1018 cm-3). These
results are rather incomplete and difficult to interpret, however, because detailed microstructure
information was not given, and channel widths varied widely (110 - 230 nm at 1.0 x 1018 cm-3).
Because defects in Cu are primarily SFTs [7], little variation of the channel with dose is
expected for Sharp’s study and it is also possible that some of the channels were confused for
twins, especially at low doses. Also, no other studies have been found which claim a decrease in
width with dose. For example, Edwards et. al. found that defect size and density remained nearly
constant with channel widths between 100 and 250 nm between 0.1 and 0.3 dpa [18]. While the
present model shows a roughly square root dependence on distance from the source, many
studies do not provide measurements of channel width at various grain locations. Byun et. al. in
2006 reported that BCC vanadium experiences widening across the grains, the most drastic of
which was widths increasing from 50 to 200 nm [50], as opposed to materials with small defects
(such as SFTs) for which Sharp did not see variation across 100 micron glide distances [8].
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Figure 28: Comparison of low temperature irradiated defect microstructure from literature.

Figure 29: Comparison of model and experimental prediction for dose dependence. Microstructure information is presented in
Figure 28 for (a) 316 SS and (b) vanadium under increasing dose.
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Figure 30: Comparison of predicted and observed dislocation channel width vs. dose in Mo. Irradiation was performed at
~800C.Model predictions for both model variations was done using the equations given in Chapter 4: using mean diameter and
density of defects.
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Few studies have made observations of channel width sampling relative to dislocation
source. It is likely that lack of noticeable change in channel width is caused by the scale
difference between channel width (~100 nm) and channel length (~10 µm) in many studies. The
effect of this is illustrated below in Figure 31 where different channel lengths are sampled and
directly compared. This data is taken from [58].
Per the above chapters, larger defects will accentuate this difference by increasing the factor
multiplying distance, making higher damage systems more sensitive to the location of channel
sampling, and increasing the standard deviation if arbitrary locations are sampled. In order to
more clearly vet this model, detailed TEM studies on a variety of materials is needed with
information on sampling distance, number of channels sampled, defect size distributions, and
defect density.

5.3 Comparisons to Other Proposed Channel Formation Mechanisms
In addition to the point-source mechanism presented in this model, other mechanisms have
been proposed for channel formation. Source broadening, proposed by Birceño et. al. and Kacher
et. al. [47,48], is a mechanism where dislocations remain close to their initial glide plane, while
the glide plane itself is determined by a “volume element” as the source. Dislocations are emitted
from this entire volume region, leading to an essentially single-width channel. Within the
channel, dislocations can become tangled, creating Frank-Read sources which widen the channel
at its edges. If incorporated into this model, the effects of such a volume source are shown in
Figure 18. As shown, the development of the channel remains unchanged, while the size of the
source governs minimum, initial channel width. This indicates that unless sources are quite wide,
and the channels very short (such as is present in cross-channels which connect near-parallel
channels), source broadening has a corrective, rather than determining, contribution to channel
width.
The other studies which attempted more advanced tools to simulate channel formation are
De la Rubia et. al. and Ghoniem et. al. which both used variations of DD simulations to
demonstrate channeling and replicate experimental results well [39–41]. The studies by Ghoniem
were especially interesting in that they showed, within a certain field around the
dislocations, defects would “decorate” the dislocations before being eliminated. This may
contribute to an apparent source volume producing a minimum channel size based on the
material and the force field around the dislocation. Moreover, since the present model also
appears to agree with experiments, it is likely that higher fidelity to the physics provides minor
correction
Arsenlis, et. al. also used DD to develop some quantitative channel results for low density
(10 -1022 m-3) very large (d=25 nm) defect systems, and generated uniform channels over a 1.3
micron simulation cell [43]
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Figure 31: Maximum width dose and distance dependence of channels in Mo. Channel width is sampled at three different
locations from the dislocation source, with microstructure parameters taken from Li et. al., 2008 [58].

to the present model, rather than being needed for a reasonable prediction.
. Their results are similar to those of Patra and McDowell, which observed channel
formation at low strain conditions, with channels broadening of 15-50 micron glide distances
[44,45]. Po and Ghoniem [46] reported a continuum model of localized deformation, in which
they found for uniform dislocation densities, normally distributing the defect density around a
mean value was sufficient to produce channeling. In each of these, channels developed rapidly,
and only in the Patra and McDowell 2013 study [45] did widening across the channel occur. The
other studies did not explicitly observe channel development with distance for a variety of
reasons including too coarse an FEM mesh size [44] use of a method that is in development and
requiring additional sophistication [46], or use of a small simulation size in the other simulations.
Moreover, double-cross slip is a mechanism that the above studies found to be important in
populating glide planes parallel to the initial glide plane with dislocations. It appears that this is
the same effect as source broadening, adding a minimum value to the channel width.
In addition to these, Byun et. al. provided qualitative correlations between the SFE and
channel formation, noting that as SFE increases, channels become less likely to form [50]. At
high SFEs, they noted dislocation “cells” formed, locking dislocations in places and preventing
further propagation, and thereby channel creation. Hashimoto and coworkers further proposed
that RSS weakly affects channel size [49,59]. If valid, the present model can explain such
dependence as altering the probability of full elimination, leading to greater elimination at high
stress, with more partial eliminations or non-elimination reactions at lower stress. Further is
needed to fuller quantify the effects of SFE, cross-slip energy, and stress state. Based on the
general agreement of the present model with experimental data, it is expected that these
parameters will be of secondary importance for most materials.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
In this work, defect-free channel formation and propagation has been modeled as a
stochastic, unbiased dislocation random walk. Dislocations are generated from a point or volume
element source and passed thorough a matrix of defects, eliminating every defect they
encountered and jogging up or down with a magnitude of half of the diameter of the eliminated
defect, with each defect being approximated as a dislocation loop. The channel width was
estimated in two different ways. The maximum width approximation estimated the width as the
difference between the extrema, while the core width approximation estimated the extrema of the
channels at the point where the defect concentration dropped below 10% of the matrix
concentration.
Further, three different versions of this model were developed. Model 1 used the dispersed
barrier relationship to space out the defects of a given size and density onto a grid. Model 2
removed that averaging and employed randomly-spaced defects, while the third model used the
same spacing relation in model 1 to provide an analytic estimate of the channels formed. Of
these, the first two included bother width estimations, while the last only used the maximum
width estimation. Each model was analyzed over a density range of 7.5x10 21 m-3 to 1.0x1024 m-3
and a diameter range of 1 nm to 11 nm.
From the simulation sets run, empirical correlations between channel width, distance from
the disocation source, defect size, and defect density were obtained. Correlations were found to
best fit a power law with respect to each parameter. Defect size is the most important parameter,
with an exponent of 1.5 in the width correlation. Density and distance from the source were
much less important, but still significant, each having an exponent of about 0.5 (density a little
less, distance a little more). Moreover, expansion of point sources to volume sources did not lead
to a change in channel development, but simply added a minimum width to the channel. By
varying the number of dislocation passes, saturation of the channel is achieved quickly and
exponentially, with minimal increase in size following 20 passes. In real materials, it can be
expected that the additional possible mechanisms in dislocation-defect reactions would require
more dislocation passes to eliminate defect debris and fully establish the channel. The same
general trends were observed for the core width approximation, while the magnitude of the
channel is significantly smaller with slower channel growth over increasing distance. Errors
between the maximum width correlations and guiding simulation sets were small, while the core
width correlations had larger errors due at least in part to large variance in the program
identification of extrema from point-to-point leading to loss of fidelity in the correlation.
In comparing to TEM data, the most important issues are the sampling along the channel
and the use of distributions of defect sizes. Since most of the useful data sets did not include any
indication of where along the channel the sizes were sampled, or how many channels were
sampled, all comparisons given in section 5.2 are arbitrarily placed at the center of the average
grain.` Additional error stems from reporting of microstructure parameters as averages rather
than distributions, which significantly affects the fidelity of the prediction, especially for higher
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dose systems, with bi-modal distributions of defect sizes. Wherever comparisons were able to be
made, taking account of the defect distributions led to good agreement between the model and
TEM data, with the exception of HCP Zircaloy-4. This suggests that the present, rather simple
model can accurately describe most systems, implying that the stochastic dislocation-defect
interactions control channel width, with other materials parameters, such as stress state and
cross-slip energy having a more minor contributing effect. Future efforts should focus on
obtaining distributions of defect sizes, along with samplings of the defect free channels at
specific locations along the source. Such studies will enable good comparison of this model with
data, providing principle components in the study of channel formation. Modeling efforts should
also focus on singling out the effects of SFE, crystal structure, material stress state, and cross slip
energy.
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A.1 Analytic Program
The following program contains no subroutines and is able to move through a small channel of up to a few microns in length (due to
memory limitations). Throughout the program, files are printed that give probabilities of the channel having certain widths at each
point along the channel (“wfile___i=__.txt”), give the probability of a dislocation passing through any particular array element
(“Dislocationgrid___.txt”), the probability of any defect being eliminated (“Probabilitygrid___.txt”), and finally the average expected
channel width across the channel (“width_profile___.txt”). The underscores represent numbers based on the number of outputs
already given.
At the beginning of the program, a pre-formatted input file is required of the user. The format can be found below in the source code.
No file/screen print is provided to the user for formatting the file. This file also allows specific files to be printed/ignored. Related
variables (dl, mesh dimensions, and midplane of the array) are calculed following this. The first calculation section then sends
dislocations through the channel one at a time until all the the dislocation passes are complete. As opposed to the program in
Appendix B where dislocations are given the option to jog up or down, this program sends the dislocations in both directions as
follows. At first the dislocation has a weight of 1 (i.e., there is 100% probability that the dislocation passes through the first point in
the midplane). When the dislocation hits that point, the defect also has a weight of 1 (i.e., it is has 100% probability of existing when
the dislocation arrives). The probability that the defect is eliminated is used to calculated the fraction of the dislocation that escapes by
simple pinning and release. The rest of the dislocation is assumed to jog, but it jogs in both directions by having the jogging
dislocation fraction divided in half and sent through the points above and below the first point in the next column. A portion of the
defect is eliminated based on the probability of elimination. The remaining defect fraction is equivalent to a probability that the defect
has not been eliminated. Additional defects passing through this point will be broken into fractions that escape with only pinning,
escape without interaction, and eliminate the defect. This process propagates through the channel with every defect point being
analyzed. In this way, the dislocation is “spread” over all possible defects in every column. Future dislocations then pass through the
channel in the same way, but with different weights on the defects. Following this, if the input file requested them, the
“Probabilitygrid____.txt” file, containing information on defect existence probabilities is printed, along with the
“Dislocationgrid___.txt” file containing the probability of dislocation passage through all points.
If width information is desired, then widths are calculated as follows. Each column is examined one at a time and a every combination
of channel types is examined. This is done by beginning with the largest possible channel. The probability that both points furthest
from the midplane see a dislocation passing through is multiplied by the distance between those points. Then, a loop moves one of
those boundaries closer to the midplane and that width contribution is calculated, considering also that a dislocation cannot have
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moved through any of the points beyond the points being considered. When that loop reaches the midplane, the other side of the
channel is moved one element closer to the midplane and the previous loop resets to the same point on the other side. This proceeds
until all possible widths have been fully examined. Throughout this process, if the “wfile….” files are to be printed, the corresponding
arrays are updated to include each possible width and its probability of occurring. At the end of a column’s evaluation, a file is printed
containing that file’s information. The governing loop increments and moves to the next column after recording an average width as
well. If the width profile information is requested, the program also prints this information annd calculates, via a least squares method,
a power law correlation and prints it to the file. No core evaluation is provided by this routinse. Full source code is provided below.
Program Analytic
use ifport
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
real(real64), dimension(:,:,:), allocatable :: mesh
real(real64), dimension(:,:), allocatable :: registry, reg2
integer(int64) :: n, i, j, k, h, filenum, passes, b, mid, count, g, count2
real(real64) :: x, Num, d, dl, w, tempw, d_esc, d_jog, sums, tempsum, progress, inc=5,w0, Entropy,pelim
real(real64) :: skew, kurt, meanstat, varstat
real(real64) :: ParA, ParB, sumlnxy, sumlnxsq, sumlnx, sumlny, a ! parameters for power law trendline
logical :: existence, grid, width, d_weight, wfile
logical(4) :: res
character(len=26) :: filename
character(len=15) :: dirname
character(len=1) :: choice
! get input filename information and read in data
Print *, 'Enter the name of the file you wish to use an input'
!Read *, filename
!Inquire(file=(trim(filename)), exist=existence)
!Do while(not(existence))
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! Print *, 'File not found. Please retry'
! Read*, filename
! Inquire(file=(trim(filename)), exist=existence)
!End Do
filename = 'Input.txt'
Open(1,status='old', file=(trim(filename)))
Read (1,*), Num
Read(1,*), d
Read(1,*), x
Read(1,*), pelim
Read(1,*), passes
Read(1,*), choice
If (choice =='T') Then
Wfile = .true.
End If
Read(1,*), choice
If (choice =='T') Then
grid = .true.
End If
Read(1,*), choice
If (choice =='T') Then
width= .true.
End If
Read(1,*), choice
If (choice =='T') Then
d_weight= .true.
End If
Close(1)
dl = 1/sqrt(Num*d) ! distance between defects and columns in each mesh
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n = x/dl ! number of columns in the arrays
b = x*2/d ! number of rows
mid = b/2 ! location of midpoint and source of channel
Allocate(mesh(1:b+4, 1:n+4, 1:3))
Allocate(registry(1:b+4,2), reg2(1:b,2))

! generate Mesh
1 print *, 'Creating mesh'
k = -1 ! starting row
Mesh = 0. ! initialize mesh to 0
Do i = 1, n, 1
k=k+1
Do j = mid-k, mid+k, 2
Mesh(j,i,1) = 1
End Do
End Do
! Perform analysis
print *, 'Analyzing Mesh'
Do i = 1, passes, 1 ! for each pass
Mesh(:,:,2) = 0
Mesh(mid,1,2) = 1. ! start the dislocation weight at 1. this element in each row/col combination of the mesh array
! indicates the weight of the dislocation moving INTO the current element
k = -1
Do j = 1, n, 1 ! along each column
k=k+1
Do h = mid-k, mid+k, 2 ! search through relevant rows
If (Mesh(h,j,2) == 0) cycle
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d_esc = Mesh(h,j,2)*(1-Mesh(h,j,1)*pelim) ! weight of the dislocation escaping
tempw = Mesh(h,j,2)*(1-Mesh(h,j,1))
d_jog = (Mesh(h,j,2)-d_esc)/2. ! weight of the dislocation jogging, not escaping. Division by two is due to the dislocation
jogging both directions.
! add the various weights to the next defect spots
Mesh(h,j+2,2) = Mesh(h,j+2,2) + d_esc
Mesh(h,j+1:j+2,3) = Mesh(h,j+1:j+2,3) + d_esc
Mesh(h,j,3) = Mesh(h,j,3) - tempw !this portion of the dislocation contributes nothing to the jth row width
Mesh(h-1,j+1,2:3) = Mesh(h-1,j+1,2:3) + d_jog
Mesh(h+1,j+1,2:3) = Mesh(h+1,j+1,2:3) + d_jog
! reduce the weight of the current defect by the incoming dislocation weight
Mesh(h,j,1)=Mesh(h,j,1)-Mesh(h,j,2)+d_esc
End Do
End Do
End Do
Mesh(mid,1,3) = 1
Forall(j=1:b+2,i=1:n+2, Mesh(j,i,3)>1)
Mesh(j,i,3)=1 ! set upper probability of dislocation passage to "1"
end forall
! Determine file name
inquire(file="outcount.txt", exist=existence)
If (existence) Then
open(1,status='old', file='outcount.txt')
read(1,"(i6)"), count
rewind(1)
write(1,"(i6)"), count+1
close(1)
Else
open(1,status='new', file='outcount.txt')
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Write(1,"(i6)"), 1
count = 0
close(1)
End If
! Write out solution
If (grid) Then
print *, 'Writing Grid solution'
Write(filename,"(A16, i6,A4)"), "Probabilitygrid_",count,".txt"
open(1, status='replace', file=(filename))
Write(1,"(A22, i6)"), 'Data from file number ',count
Write(1,"(A2, f7.0, A2)"), 'x=', x,'nm'
Write(1,"(A2, E9.2, A5)"), 'N=', Num, 'nm^-3'
Write(1,"(A2, f5.2, A2)"), 'd=', d, 'nm'
Write(1,"(A3, f6.2, A2)"), 'dl=', dl, 'nm'
Write(1,"(A29,i6)"), 'Number of dislocation passes=', passes
Write(1,"(A26,f5.3)"), ' Defect elmination chance=', pelim
Write(1,*),''
Write(1,"(A53)"), ' #dl x(nm)
y(nm)
Fraction Remaining'
k = -1
Do i = 1, n, 1
k=k+1
Do j = mid-k, mid+k, 2
Write(1,"(2x, i4, f10.2, 3x, f10.2, 5x, f12.8)"), i, i*dl, (j-mid)*d/2., Mesh(j,i,1)
End Do
End Do
close(1)
Else
print *, 'grid printing skipped'
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End If
! print out dislocation weights file
If (d_weight) Then
print *, 'Writing dislocation weights file'
Write(filename,"(A16, i6,A4)"), "dislocationgrid_",count,".txt"
open(1, status='replace', file=(filename))
Write(1,*), 'dislocation weights file number', count
Write(1,"(A2, f7.0, A2)"), 'x=', x,'nm'
Write(1,"(A2, E9.2, A5)"), 'N=', Num, 'nm^-3'
Write(1,"(A2, f5.2, A2)"), 'd=', d, 'nm'
Write(1,"(A3, f6.2, A2)"), 'dl=', dl, 'nm'
Write(1,"(A29,i6)"), 'Number of dislocation passes=', passes
Write(1,"(A26,f5.3)"), ' Defect elmination chance=', pelim
Write(1,*),''
Write(1,"(A46)"), ' x(nm)
y(nm)
dislocation weight'
k = -1
Do i = 1, n, 1
k=k+1
Do j = mid-k, mid+k, 1
Write(1,"(f10.2, 3x, f10.2, 3x, E15.8)"), i*dl, (j-mid)*d/2., Mesh(j,i,3)
End Do
End Do
close(1)
Else
print *, 'dislocation weights printout skipped'
End If
! Determine width information and then printout
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! open file of interest
If (width) Then
print *, 'Determining Channel Width and Writing Solution'
Write(filename,"(A16,i6,A4)"),"width_profile___",count,".txt"
open(1,status='replace', file=(filename))
Write(1,*), 'channel width file number', count
Write(1,"(A2, f7.0, A2)"), 'x=', x,'nm'
Write(1,"(A2, E9.2, A5)"), 'N=', Num, 'nm^-3'
Write(1,"(A2, f5.2, A2)"), 'd=', d, 'nm'
Write(1,"(A3, f6.2, A2)"), 'dl=', dl, 'nm'
Write(1,"(A29,i6)"), 'Number of dislocation passes=', passes
Write(1,"(A26,f5.3)"), ' Defect elmination chance=', pelim
Write(1,*),''
Write(1,*),''
Write(1,*), ' #dl x(nm)
width(nm) Prob of mean width

sdev

skewness

kurtosis'

sums = 0
w=0
Write(1,fmt=12),1, dl, w*d/2, sums
k=0
progress = 0
count2 = 1
If (wfile) Then
Write(dirname,"(A6,i9)"),'wfile_',count
res = Makedirqq(dirname)
End If
sumlnxy = 0; sumlnxsq = 0; sumlnx = 0; sumlny = 0 ! Zero out parameters for power law analysis
a = n-1
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Do i = 2, n, 1
! get file information for width breakdown file
If (wfile) Then
count2 = count2 + 1
Write(filename,"(A6,i4,A3,i9,A4)"),'wfile_',count,'_i=',count2,'.txt'
open(2,status="replace",file=(dirname//"\"//filename))
End If
If (progress < real(i)/n*100.) Then
print *, progress, '% complete'
Do while (progress <= real(i)/n*100.)
progress = progress + inc
End Do
End If
k=k+1
registry=0
! Evaluate width contribution from symmetric channel events
w = 0 ! intialize width to "0"
sums = 1 ! probability that all defects outside of those being considered (below, these are
! given by row indexes "j" and "h") exist. Initially, outside defects are considered
Do j = mid-k, mid-1, 1 ! asymmetric channel events
If (Mesh(j,i,3) < 1e-10) cycle ! ignore very improbable events
tempsum = sums ! assign total probability of defect further from the midplane
! than defect "j" existing to tempsum.
Do h = j, mid, 1
If (Mesh(h,i,3) < 1e-10) cycle ! ignore very improbable events
If (h > j) then !asymmetric case
tempsum = tempsum*(1-Mesh(h-1,i,3)) ! update tempsum based on asymmetry
tempw = Mesh(j,i,3)*Mesh(h,i,3)*tempsum*2 ! find probability contribution of j and h being furthest defects
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w = w + tempw*(2*mid-j-h) ! add the width contribution of this case to total width
If (wfile) then
w0 = 2*mid-j-h
Do g = 1,b,1
If (registry(g,1) == 0.) then
registry(g,1) = w0 ! width considered
registry(g,2) = tempw ! probability of this width ocurring
exit ! consideration of future points is useless
Else If(registry(g,1) == w0) Then
registry(g,2) = registry(g,2) + tempw
exit ! width has been found
End If
End Do
End If
Else ! symmetric case
tempw = Mesh(j,i,3)*(Mesh(j,i,3))*tempsum
w = w + tempw*2*(mid-j)
If (wfile) then
w0 = 2*(mid-j)
Do g = 1,b,1
If (registry(g,1) == 0.) then
registry(g,1) = w0 ! width considered
registry(g,2) = tempw ! probability of this width ocurring
exit ! consideration of future points is useless
Else If(registry(g,1) == w0) Then
registry(g,2) = registry(g,2) + tempw
exit ! width has been found
End If
End Do
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End If
End If
End Do
sums = sums*(1-Mesh(j,i,3))*(1-Mesh(j,i,3)) ! update sums for next defects in
End Do
If (wfile) Then ! print width and close file
! update parameters used for power law determination
If (w <= 0.) then
a=a-1
goto 10
End If
sumlnxy = sumlnxy + log(dl*i)*log(w*d/2.)
sumlnxsq = sumlnxsq + (log(dl*i))*(log(dl*i))
sumlnx = sumlnx + log(dl*i)
sumlny = sumlny + log(w*d/2.)
Write(2,*), 'Average width=', sum(registry(1:b,1)*registry(1:b,2))*d/2
! populate reg2 array
reg2 = 0
h=1
Do g=1,b,1
If (registry(h,1) == 0) exit ! If end of list is reached
If (mod(int(registry(h+1,1)),2) == 1) Then ! If the next entry is odd
reg2(g,1) = registry(h,1)
reg2(g,2) = registry(h,2)+registry(h+1,2)
h=h+2
Else ! if next entry is even
reg2(g,2) = registry(h,2)
reg2(g,1) = registry(h,1)
h=h+1
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End If
End Do
! populate wfile statistics
skew = 0; kurt = 0; meanstat = 0; varstat = 0;
h=1
Do g = 1, b, 1
If (reg2(g,1) == 0) exit
meanstat = meanstat + reg2(g,2)*reg2(g,1)*d/2
h=h+1
End Do
Do g = 1, b, 1
If (reg2(g,1) == 0) exit
kurt = kurt + reg2(g,2)*((reg2(g,1)*d/2-meanstat))**4.0
skew = skew + reg2(g,2)*((reg2(g,1)*d/2-meanstat))**3.0
varstat = varstat + reg2(g,2)*((reg2(g,1)*d/2-meanstat))**2.0
End Do
varstat = sqrt(varstat)
skew = skew/(varstat**3.0)
kurt = kurt/(varstat**4.0)
! find rough probability that the mean is chosen
g=1
Do while (meanstat < reg2(g,1)*d/2)
g=g+1
End Do
meanstat = reg2(g,2)
! write out results
Write(2,*), ' prob of mean
sdev sample
skewness
kurtosis'
Write(2,fmt='(5x,4(E12.5, 3x))'), meanstat, varstat, skew, kurt
Do g=1,b,1
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Write(2,"(f10.2,1x,E15.7)"), registry(g,1),registry(g,2)
If (registry(g,1) == 0) exit
End Do
close(2)
End If
! Writeout result
Write(1,fmt=12), i, i*dl, w*d/2, meanstat, varstat, skew, kurt
End Do
! Get final power law relation and print to end of file
ParB = (a*sumlnxy-sumlnx*sumlny)/(a*sumlnxsq-sumlnx*sumlnx)
ParA = exp((sumlny-ParB*sumlnx)/a)
Write(1,*),'' ! skip a space for easier postprocessing
Write(1,fmt="(E15.8,A2,E15.8)"),ParA,'x^',ParB
close(1)
Else
print *, 'Width determination skipped'
End If
12 format (2x, i4, f10.2, 5x, f10.2, 8x, 4(E12.5, 3x))
End Program Analytic
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Appendix B
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B.1 Main
The following code contains the majority of the functionality of the code used to generate all of the non-analytic results in this paper.
Each section includes the code for the function/subroutine in question, with the exception of section B.7 fparsef module, which is not
original to this work. Only the copyright, source, and general functionality information are provided in that section. The full source
code is available as indicated there. The following description and the descriptions within each of the sections (B.2-B.11) are more
detailed algorithm descriptions than given in the text. Each section, including this one, also includes the full source code for each
routine.
This program begins with a series of interfaces which are used to alloy implicit array argument transfers. Following this and variable
type assignements the subroutine B.8 GetData Subroutineis called to pull in all the necessary information from the input file(s) to
run the program. The program then enters a loop encompassing the entire program. The purpose of such a loop is simply to allow
repetition of the program. Following, the information from GetData is then manipulated in the following ways. Specific variables
(such as dl, number of histories, the average defect diameter, spacing between sources, etc.) are calculated. B.10 MeshDimension
Subroutine is used to find array dimensions of the Mesh array and the main arrays in the program are allocated. The program then
enters the analysis loop.
This loop begins with calling B.5 DefectMesh Subroutine which populates the Mesh array with defects. See section B.5 DefectMesh
Subroutinefor details. Next, the program either enters a nested loop which propagates the dislocation through the channel. On
entering this loop, the defect location is set to the middle of the box, and started at x=0, as the source is defined. Note that if different
sources or a broadenend source are being used, the first dislocation starts at the source with the lowest y-value and subsequent
dislocations are born the source above the previous source. When the highest source location has been used, the next dislocation is
born in the lowest source again. When different sources are used, each source emits the number of dislocations requested by the input
file. When a broadened source is used, each “sub-source” dislocation emission is counted as contributing to the number of dislocations
per history.
In model 1, once the dislocation is born, a do-loop searches through subsequent columns along the given glide plane until an existing
defect is found. As it glides along, the height of the dislocation is recorded every dl nm. Once it interacts, a random deviate chosen
uniformly from 0 to 1 is chosen and its value (above or below 0.5) is used to determine which direction it jogs. The B.12 Validation
Subroutine is then calle to ensure the new height of the dislocation is not beyond the boundaries of the simulation box. This
procedure repeats until the end of the channel is reached.
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In model 2, the process is similar but requires more effort due to the nature of the model. To start, the B.11 NextDefect Subroutine is
called to find the location of the nearest defect. Then B.2 Catch_up Subroutine called record the height of the dislocation at the
sampling points as it glides to the next defect. The defect is eliminated and the dislocation jogs as in model 1 with Validation being
called. As in model 1, the process repeats until the channel end is reached. If the core model is being used, that data is gathered using
the locations of defect elimination and defect densities. That information is saved and the history ends. The main evaluation loop is
incremented to the next history and a new mesh is created. More histories are run until this loop terminates. At that point, B.9
Least_squares Subroutineand B.6 Final Stats Subroutineare called to finalize data. TheB.13 Writeout Subroutine is called and
writes the files of interest.
At this point, the program enters its termination sequence where it checks if all the requested simulations have been run. If they have
been, the program simply terminates. If not, the program updates any variables that are scheduled to be updated, deallocates all arrays
for the next run, and returns to the beginning of the program, right after the GetData subroutine.
Program Defect_free_channel_height
use iso_fortran_env
use fparser
implicit none
!===============================================================================================
=======================================================================
!
Definitions::
!-------------------------------------------!
rand
= random number for stochastic analysis
!
num_density = number density of defect loops per cubic meter
!
statistics
= array containing statistics of channel height for each source across the whole chanel
!
dis_track
= array tracking height of each dislocation at sampled locations along channel
!
Mesh
= array containing defect locations
!
mean, sdev
= the mean and sdev of channel height across the channel. Recorded for each source
! mean_time, sdev_time = mean and sdev of mean of time for dislocation to reach the end of a channel
!
dl
= average spacing between defects
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!
a, b, D1
= dimensions of cube: line length of dislocation, max height of dislocation, channel length
!
d
= defect loop diameter array (nm)
!
d_a
= number of different-sized defect loops
!
d_ds
= diameter used to determine defect section size
!
d_ave
= average diameter of defects
!
dx
= x increment between sections
! dmin, dmax
= min and max diameters which are used when the diameter is chosen from a distribution
! d_Type, N_Type
= character strings indicating if diameters are discrete or distributed and if number density is constant or
distributed
!
Gauss
= logical variable. if True, diameters are distributed according to Gaussian distribution about mean. Otherwise,
diameters are exact values
!
x
= length along the channel
!
height
= location in cube along the b axis
!
height0
= initial height of dislocation
!
comptime
= computer time used so far for the calculation
!
comptime0
= computer time used up until this run (only useful when multiple runs are attempted)
!
time
= used to track time in kinetic MC
!
t_inc
= time increment in going between distances, dl
!
time_pin
= time, in seconds, pinned at a defect
!
free_speed
= rate of dislocation movement through defect-free lattice (m/s)
!
spacing
= spacing between sources
!
N
= number of histories for MC
!
i,j,k, etc. = counting variables
!
l, l0
= indices for location of source(s)
!
deltaL
= index difference between sources
!
m
= index location representing x location along channel in simple math-average model
!
O
= number of dislocation passes per history
!
ip
= interaction point counter for a particular dislocation
!
progress
= integer determining progress as a percentage, for printout
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!
increment
= difference between percentage printouts
!
num_sources = number of simultaneous dislocation sources
!
Detail
= integer determining choice between simple math-averaged spacing and random spacing models
!
b1, c1, c2 = indices of the various arrays
!
c_max, c_min = number of boundary (max/min) violations
!
num_sections = number of sections to use when the random spacing model is used. Increases efficiency by psuedo-ordering of
the Mesh array
!
defect_section = number of defects in each section when a random spacing model is used
!
auto_repeat = integer to indicate how many runs to perform. 0 is 1, 1 is 2, etc.
!
rep_num
= number of times the program has repeated so far
!
repeat_var
= single-character variable, d or N (diameter of density of defects) that is incremented automatically, when autorepeat == 1
!
repeat_inc
= amount to increment the repeated variable, when auto-repeat == 1
!
variable
= long string used to display input.txt file used to generate data
!
choose_files = logical array used to determine which files are written out at the end of the program
!
funstr
= allocatable array used to store read-in functions from respective files
! num_max, PDFmax = maximums of distribution functions as determined by the findmax() function
!
min
= calulcated minimum of a function evaluated by findmax()
!
varN
= boolean variable set to .true. when number density changes as a function
!
mult
= multiplier for increase in sampling when number density distribution is used
!
p_elim
= probability that a defect is eliminated on interaction
!
!===============================================================================================
=======================================================================
interface
Subroutine GetData(a, b, c, N, O, increment, d, d_a, num_sources, num_density, Detail, time_pin, free_speed,&
auto_repeat, repeat_var, repeat_inc, choose_files, Gauss, dmin, dmax, d_Type, funstr, varN, sdev_d, var, &
mult, fast, Mesh1, det_prog, s_broad, spacing)
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use iso_fortran_env
use fparser
implicit none
real(real64) :: num_density
real, allocatable :: d(:,:)
real :: a, b, c, time_pin, free_speed, increment, repeat_inc, sum_prob, dmin, dmax, sdev_d, spacing
integer :: i, j, N, O, num_sources, choice, Detail, auto_repeat, d_a, mult
character(len=75) :: variable ! used to display variable entries pulled from data file
character(len=3) :: d_type ! Chooses whether to read in diameters as PDF or discrete set
character(len=4) :: d_dist, N_Type ! Chooses whether to use normal or gaussian distribution around the chosen diameters
! and whether number density is constant or varies with x
character(len=1) :: repeat_var
character(len=10) :: openfilename
character(len=100), Dimension(:), allocatable :: funstr
character(len=1), Dimension(:), allocatable :: var
logical :: invalid = .false., invalid1 = .false., choose_files(2:6), Gauss, existence, varN, fast, Mesh1, det_prog, s_broad
End Subroutine GetData

Subroutine Catch_up(height, height0, x, j, i, c2, k, time, dl, D1, free_speed, dis_track, statistics, &
source, mean_time, sdev_time, t_inc)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
real(real64) :: statistics(:,2:,:), mean_time(:,:,:), sdev_time(:,:,:)
real :: time, x, height, height0, dl, free_speed, dis_track(:,:,:), D1, increment, t_inc, max
integer :: j, i, c2, source, k, j0
End Subroutine
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Subroutine Writeout(c_min, c_max, N, O, c1, c2, b1, mean, mean_c, sdev, sdev_c, statistics, Mesh, D1, d, d_a, d_ave, b, dl,
num_sources, l0, DeltaL, &
dis_track, Detail, a, mean_time, sdev_time, time_pin, free_speed, interaction_points, num_density, comptime, choose_files,
Gauss, &
d_Type, varN, funstr, spacing, s_broad, output_res, output_cor,p_elim,sdev_d)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
integer :: c_min, c_max, N, O, i, j, k, c1, c2, b1, num_sources, source, l0, DeltaL, number, Detail, d_a
real :: mean(1:num_sources), sdev(1:num_sources), D1, d(1:d_a,1:2), b, dl, dis_track(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources)
real :: Mesh(1:b1, 1:c1), spacing, p_elim,sdev_d
real :: interaction_points(1:(c2*4),1:(2*O)), a, time_pin, free_speed, d_ave, comptime, sdev_c(1:num_sources),
mean_c(1:num_sources)
real(real64) :: statistics(1:c2, 2:9, 1:num_sources), mean_time(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources), sdev_time(1:c2, 1:O,
1:num_sources)
real(real64) :: num_density
character(len=3) :: d_Type
character(len=*), dimension(:), allocatable :: funstr
character(len=15) :: Results
character(len=25) :: Plot, Track, ip
character(len=28) :: Kinetics
character(len=100) :: output_res, output_cor
logical :: existence, choose_files(2:6), Gauss, varN, s_broad
End Subroutine
Subroutine CoreHeight(b1, Nint, stepsize, yes, no, max, min, mid, m_den, dl,registry,detail,r2)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
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Integer :: Nint, j, g, k, h, l, b1, count,detail
Real :: stepsize, yes, no, dl, mid
Real :: registry(:)
real,optional::r2(:)
Real(real64) :: max, min, m_den, jp, kp, maxw, tw
End Subroutine
end interface
! variable declaration
real(real64) :: rand, num_density, num_max, PDFmax, min, m_den
real(real64), dimension(:,:,:), allocatable :: statistics, mean_time, sdev_time
real, allocatable :: Mesh(:,:), mean(:), sdev(:), sdev_c(:), dis_track(:,:,:), interact_points(:,:), d(:,:)
real, allocatable :: aa(:,:), mean_c(:), registry(:),reg_2(:)
real :: num_defects, NSecScan, minsection, maxsection
real :: dl, a, b, D1, x, height, height0, time, time_pin, free_speed, d_ave, dmin, dmax, sdev_d, maxi, mini, temp1
real :: spacing, progress, increment, comptime, comptime0, t_inc, repeat_inc, rand_n(1:2), temp,dx, d_ds, p_elim
integer :: N, i, j, k, l, h, ip, l0, deltaL, m, O, num_sources, source, Detail, auto_repeat, rep_num, imin, Ave_DS
integer :: b1, c1, c2, c_max, c_min, num_sections, defect_section, d_a, closest_i, mult, hist_prog, lasti
character(len=1) :: repeat_var
character(len=1), dimension(:), allocatable :: var
character(len=3) :: d_Type
character(len=4) :: N_Type
character(len=100), dimension(:), allocatable :: funstr
character(len=100) :: output_res, output_cor
logical :: choose_files(2:6), Gauss, varN, fast, Mesh1, det_prog, s_broad
! SET P-ELIM TEMP VARIABLE
p_elim = 1.0
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comptime0 = 0
j=1
Do While (j == 1)
! Get variable information from user or file
Call GetData(a, b, D1, N, O, increment, d, d_a, num_sources, num_density, Detail, time_pin, free_speed, &
auto_repeat, repeat_var, repeat_inc, choose_files, Gauss, dmin, dmax, d_Type, funstr, varN, sdev_d, var,&
mult, fast, Mesh1, det_prog, s_broad, spacing)
print *, ' Setting up experiment...'
! Get source spacing information
If (num_sources == 1) spacing = 0
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! Initialize/calculate remaining variables
N = 10.**(real(N))
rep_num = 0
progress = 0 ! location of return for auto-repeat
c_max = 0
c_min = 0
d_ave = 0
Call RANDOM_SEED() ! Seed the rndm number generator
! Find average and section diameter
If (d_Type == "Dis") Then
Do i = 1, d_a, 1
d_ave = d_ave + d(i,1)*d(i,2)
End Do
If (not(Gauss)) Then
If (d_a == 1) Then
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d_ds = d(1,1)
Else ! find maximum diameter in this case
d_ds = 0
Do i = 1, d_a, 1
If (d(i,1) > d_ds) d_ds = d(i,1)
End Do
End If
Else
If (d_a == 1) Then
d_ds = d(1,1)+3.*sdev_d
Else ! find maximum diameter in this case
d_ds = 0
Do i = 1, d_a, 1
If (d(i,1) > d_ds) d_ds = d(i,1)
End Do
d_ds=d_ds+sdev_d*3.
End If
End If
Else
d_ds = dmax
Call findmax(1,dmax, dmin, min, PDFmax)
Do i = 1, 1000000, 1
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand_n(1:1))
rand_n(1:1) = rand_n(1:1)*(dmax-dmin)+dmin
temp = evalf(1,rand_n(1:1))
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
rand = rand*PDFmax
Do While (rand > temp)
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand_n(1:1))
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rand_n(1:1) = rand_n(1:1)*(dmax-dmin)+dmin
temp = evalf(1,rand_n(1:1))
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
rand = rand*PDFmax
End Do
d_ave = d_ave + rand_n(1)
End Do
d_ave = d_ave/(i-1.)
End If
! For numerous sources, make sure spacing is correct scaling off of model 1
If (detail == 1 .AND. num_sources > 1) Then
100
temp = int(spacing*2/d_ave)
If (temp /= spacing*2./d_ave) Then
print *, 'spacing is not properly scaled. Please re-enter.'
print *, 'make sure the spacing is an integer factor of average diameter/2'
read *, spacing
goto 100
End If
End If
! Find average density if needed
If (detail == 2) Then
If (not(varN)) Then
dl = (10.**(9.))/sqrt(num_density*d_ave*(10.**(-9.0))) ! Given in "nm". Average spacing between defects
a = dl
mult = 1 ! Correction for later
Else ! For number density distribution case
Call findmax(2,(D1*1000.),0., min, num_max)
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! Validate function entry here
If (min < 10**21.) Then
print *, ' The minimum value of the density function is less than the lower limit of the density'
print *, ' (10^21 m^-3). Choose a new function that is above this value.'
print *, '
THE PROGRAM WILL NOW EXIT'
stop
Else If (num_max > 10**26.) Then
print *, ' The maximum value of the density function is above the maximum limit of the denisty'
print *, ' (10^26 m^-3). Choose a new function that is above this value.'
print *, '
THE PROGRAM WILL NOW EXIT'
stop
End If
num_density = 0.
Do i = 0, 1000000, 1
rand_n(1:1) = i*D1/1000.
temp = evalf(2,rand_n(1:1))
num_density = num_density + temp/(10**21.0)
End Do
temp = 1
num_density = num_density/i*10**21. ! average number density
a = (10.**(9.))/sqrt(min*d_ave*(10.**(-9.0))) ! average line length -- used for reporting, not calculations
dl = (10.**(9.))/(sqrt(num_density*d_ave*(10.**(-9.0)))*mult)
End If
Else
dl = (10.**(9.))/sqrt(num_density*d_ave*(10.**(-9.0)))
End If
If (num_density/100. <= 1.e21) Then ! find minimum density to use the cuttoff point for core analysis
m_den=1.e-6
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Else
m_den = num_density*1e-28
End If
t_inc = dl*0.000000001/free_speed
! Find dimensions of Mesh to be constructed later
Call MeshDimensions(b1, c1, a, b, D1, d_ave, dl, Detail, num_density)
! Divide channel into sections of:
If (Detail == 2) Then
dx = d_ds/2.
num_sections = D1*1000./dx
Do While (b1 < 5*num_sections) ! make sure more than 1 defect populates each section
dx = dx + 1
num_sections = D1*1000./dx
End Do
defect_section = b1/num_sections ! Initial setting. Only used for not(varN) condition
End If
! Assign values to aa array
If (varN) Then
! Adjust parameters based on aa array
Allocate(aa(1:num_sections,1:3))
aa = 0
b1 = 0
! rand_n(1:2) is the left (1) and right (2) x values at any point
rand = 0 ! Density tester
rand_n(1) = 0; rand_n(2) = dx
Do i = 1, num_sections, 1
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aa(i,1) = 1./(sqrt((evalf(2,rand_n(1:1)) + evalf(2,rand_n(2:2)))*d_ave/(2.0*(10.**27.))))
aa(i,2) = aa(i,2) + aa(i,1)*b*dx*(evalf(2, rand_n(1:1)) + evalf(2,rand_n(2:2)))/(2.0*10.**27.)
If (i == 1) Then ! third column keeps track of total number of defects
aa(i,3) = aa(i,2)
Else
aa(i,3) = aa(i-1,3) + aa(i,2)
End If
If (i < num_sections) aa(i+1,2) = aa(i,2)-int(aa(i,2)) ! Transfer fractions of a defect into the next section to preserve total
number
rand_n = rand_n + dx
rand = rand + int(aa(i,2))/(aa(i,1)*b*dx)
End Do
rand=rand*(10**27.)/num_sections ! Get average density as expressed by this routine
b1 = sum(int(aa(:,2))) ! Update b1: Choice by MeshDimension is over-ruled due to changing num_density condition
! Test to make sure that the average density calculated here and earlier agree
If (abs(rand-num_density)/num_density > 0.01) Then
print *, ' Warning: the program"s routine for assigning defects to sections of the channel'
print *, ' has detected a computational difference between the funtional average density,'
print *, num_density, ' and the actual density to be distributed in the channel'
print *, rand, ' of greater than 1%. If you wish to continue, press "1"'
print *, ' Otherwise, a different key will exit and you can change the function to a more'
print *, ' agreeable function for this program'
read *, rand
If (rand /= 1) Stop
End If
Ave_DS = sum(aa(:,3))/num_sections
End If
If (choose_files(4)) Then
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NSecScan = dl/dx ! number of sections to scan through in each analysis loop
If (varn) Then ! allocate registry
allocate(registry(1:int(aa(1,3)*(1+NSecScan))*3)) ! registry length used is based on first section length. element values are y
values.
allocate(reg_2(1:int(aa(1,3)*(1+NSecScan))*3))
Else If (Detail == 2) Then
allocate(registry(1:int((defect_section)*(1+NSecScan)*3)))
allocate(reg_2(1:int((defect_section)*(NSecScan+1)*3)))
End If
End If
! Assign max integer for statistical samples
If (Detail == 1) Then
c2 = c1
Else
c2 = D1*1000/dl ! rather arbitrary sampling distance, dl
End If
! Allocate and intialize arrays
Allocate(Mesh(1:b1, 1:c1))
Allocate(statistics(1:c2, 2:9, 1:num_sources))
Allocate(dis_track(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources)) ! rows are height at location, columns are dislocation number
Allocate(mean(1:num_sources), mean_c(1:num_sources))
Allocate(sdev(1:num_sources), sdev_c(1:num_sources))
Allocate(mean_time(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources))
Allocate(sdev_time(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources))
If (Choose_files(6) .AND. (Detail == 2)) Then
Allocate(interact_points(1:(c2*4),1:(2*O)))
interact_points = 0.
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End If
mean_time = 0.
sdev_time = 0.
dis_track = 0.
statistics = 0.
mean = 0.
mean_c = 0.
sdev = 0.
sdev_c = 0.
! MEAN SPACING MODEL ONLY:
! Set up first height location of the "highest" dislocation
If (Detail == 1) Then
l0 = b1/2 - (num_sources-1.)*spacing/d_ave ! Same for both even and odd source numbers
DeltaL = spacing*2/d_ave
If (mod(l0,2)==1) l0=l0+1 ! start the source at a defect
Mesh1 = .false.
End If
! Perform Analysis
print *, ' Beginning Analysis...'
Call CPU_TIME(comptime0) ! zero out computation initial time
Do i = 1, N, 1
If (det_prog) print *, ' Data for history ', i
If (not(Mesh1)) Then ! Populate mesh for next pass
Call DefectMesh(num_density, Mesh, b1, c1, Detail, a, aa, b, D1, d, d_a, d_ave, dx, defect_section, dmin, &
dmax, d_Type, Gauss, PDFmax, sdev_d, varN, num_sections, fast, imin, det_prog)
Else
If (i == 1) Then
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Call DefectMesh(num_density, Mesh, b1, c1, Detail, a, aa, b, D1, d, d_a, d_ave, dx, defect_section, dmin, &
dmax, d_Type, Gauss, PDFmax, sdev_d, varN, num_sections, fast, imin, det_prog)
End If
Mesh(1:imin,4) = 2 ! reset all defects to existing
End If
! Initialize the upper limit of the channel to 0 and the lower limit to maximum height.
! This will be set to its actual value on the location of the first height determination
statistics(1:c2,2, 1:num_sources) = 0
statistics(1:c2,3, 1:num_sources) = b
If (Detail == 1) Then
If (Mesh(l0,1) ==0.) l0=l0+1
End If
! Perform the history's calculations
Do k = 1, O, 1 ! Send additional dislocations through the material until the required number have gone through
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1 ! Send one dislocation through the material at a time from each source
ip = 1
time = 0.
! Start dislocation moving in its chosen location in the mesh
If (Detail == 1) Then
l = l0+(source-1)*DeltaL ! starting row in Mesh
height0 = l*d_ave/2. ! Initial dislocation height
height = height0
x = 0.
m = 1 ! starting column in Mesh
Else
closest_i = 1
lasti = 3 ! initialize this variable used if varN = .true. to find the initial defect section location
height0 = b/2.+(source-1)*spacing ! Initial height of dislocation
height = height0
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x = 0.
j = 1 ! Location in sampling arrays
End If
! Continue interacting until the dislocation has reached the channel boundary
Do While (x < D1*1000.)
!
! For the average spacing model
!
If (Detail == 1) Then
! Find the position of next interaction and update tracking arrays
Do While ((Mesh(l,m) /= 2.) .AND. (m < c1))
dis_track(m,k,source) = height-height0
mean_time(m,k,source) = mean_time(m,k,source) + time + dl/free_speed*0.000000001
sdev_time(m,k,source) = sdev_time(m,k,source) + (time + dl/free_speed*0.000000001)**2.0
time = time + dl/free_speed*0.000000001
! update max and min values of channel
If (height > statistics(m,2,source)) statistics(m,2,source) = height
If (height < statistics(m,3,source)) statistics(m,3,source) = height
m = m + 1 ! move over one mean free path
End Do
Mesh(l,m) = 1. ! Since a reaction has occured, change the value of the dislocation entry
! update max and min values of channel
If (height > statistics(m,2,source)) statistics(m,2,source) = height
If (height < statistics(m,3,source)) statistics(m,3,source) = height
! update tracking arrays and x
mean_time(m,k,source) = mean_time(m,k,source) + time + time_pin + dl/free_speed*0.000000001
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sdev_time(m,k,source) = sdev_time(m,k,source) + (time + time_pin + dl/free_speed*0.000000001)**2.0
time = time + time_pin + dl/free_speed*0.000000001
! Get rand number and use to find up or down
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
If (rand <= p_elim) Then ! jog the dislocation only for defect removal conditions
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
If (rand < 0.5) Then
height = height + d_ave/2.
l = l - 1 ! row number 1 is defined as the top left of the array
Call Validation(l, b1, c_max, c_min) ! Prevent exit from boundary
Else
height = height - d_ave/2.
l=l+1
Call Validation(l, b1, c_max, c_min) ! Prevent exit from boundary
End If
Else ! If no elimination occurs, preserve defect.
Mesh(l,m) = 2.
End If
! Record dislocation height
If (i == 1) dis_track(m,k,source) = height-height0
! Go to next index and update x
m=m+1
x = m*dl
!
! For the random spacing model
!
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Else
Call NextDefect(x, height, Mesh, b1, D1*1000., num_sections, defect_section, aa, closest_i, varN, lasti, Ave_DS) !
Find and eliminate the next defect
! For a non-interacting dislocation, sample the channel height every dx = dl and record statistics
! Sample locations up until interaction point (needed for statistical consistency)
If (x > j*dl) Then
Call Catch_up(height, height0, x, j, i, c2, k, time, dl, D1, free_speed, dis_track, statistics, &
source, mean_time, sdev_time, t_inc)
End If
! Store location of interaction in interaction points array
If (choose_files(6)) Then
If (i == 1) Then
If ((x < D1*1000) .AND. (ip <= 4*c2)) Then ! Only last interaction history is worth taking time on this
interact_points(ip,2*k-1) = x
interact_points(ip,2*k) = height-height0
ip = ip + 1
End If
! Warning statment evalutation
If (ip > 4*c2) then
print *, 'WARNING: number of interactions has reached maximum accounted for'
print *, 'Interaction point file will be incomplete'
End If
End If
End If
!if the dislocation interacted
If (x <= D1*1000.) Then
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
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If (rand <= p_elim) Then ! jog the dislocation only for defect removal conditions
! Increase time for how long it took the dislocation to consume the loop
time = time + time_pin
! Interact with the defect and change height depending on if the defect is mostly higher or lower than the
dislocation.
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
If (rand < 0.5) Then
height = height + Mesh(closest_i, 5)/2.
If (height > b) Then
print *, 'Warning: Boundary violation'
height = b
c_max = c_max + 1
End If
Else
height = height - Mesh(closest_i, 5)/2.
If (height < 0) Then
print *, 'Warning: Boundary violation'
height = 0
c_min = c_min + 1
End If
End If
Else ! If no elimination occurs, preserve defect.
Mesh(closest_i,4) = 2.
End If
End If
End If
End Do
End Do
End Do
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! Get core channel height for all sources
If (Choose_files(4)) Then
If (Detail == 2) Then ! Model 2
If (varN) Then ! variable density
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
minsection = 1
maxsection = NSecScan*3
l = 1 ! registry element count
Do j=1,int(D1/dl),1
num_defects = aa(maxsection,3)-aa(minsection,3)-aa(minsection,2) ! get number of defects to sort through to find
the registry
registry = 0
Do k = aa(minsection,3)-aa(minsection,2),aa(maxsection,3),1 ! fill up registry
If (Mesh(k,4) == 2) Then ! defect must exist
If (Mesh(k,2) < statistics(j,2,source) .AND. Mesh(k,2) > statistics(j,3,source)) Then
If (Mesh(k,1)>((j-1.5)*dl) .AND. Mesh(k,1)<((j-0.5)*dl)) Then ! defect must be within +- half a section
width
registry(l) = Mesh(k,2)
l=l+1
End If
End If
End If
End Do
! Sort registry into a top-down order
mini = 1 ! index for location in reg_2 of lowest current value
maxi = 1 ! index for current maximum value
temp1 = 0 ! storage value to compare with each new value to determine if the max has been found
Do
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Do k = 1, mini,1 ! find spot for current defect location
If (registry(maxi) > reg_2(k)) Then
If (reg_2(k) == 0) then ! no need to move defects. End of list has been reached.
exit
Else
Do ip = mini, k, -1
reg_2(k+1) = reg_2(k) ! move each defect forward one row
End Do
exit
End If
End If
End Do
reg_2(mini) = registry(maxi) ! proper location has been found, set value
maxi = maxi + 1
If (registry(maxi) == 0) exit ! end of registry entries has been reached.
End Do
! Get core height data
Call CoreHeight(b1, c1, d_ave/2., 1., 2., statistics(j,6,source), statistics(j,7,source), real(l), m_den, dl,reg_2,detail)
minsection = maxsection-1
maxsection = maxsection + NSecScan
If (maxsection > num_sections) maxsection = num_sections
End Do
! Clean up core results
Do k = 2, c2, 1 ! greater than comparison is required since for the minimum condition the indices are increasing as
they approach the midpoint
If (statistics(k,6,source)< statistics(k-1,6,source)-2.*d_ave) statistics(k,6,source) = statistics(k-1,6,source)
If (statistics(k,7,source)> statistics(k-1,7,source)+2.*d_ave) statistics(k,7,source) = statistics(k-1,7,source)
End Do
End Do
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Else ! Constant density
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
minsection = 1
maxsection = NSecScan*2
Do j=1,c2,1 ! evaluate each sample point
num_defects = defect_section ! get number of defects to sort through to find the registry
registry = 0
reg_2 = 0
h = 1 ! registry element count (existing defects)
l = 1 ! reg_2 element count number (eliminated defects)
Do k = (minsection-1)*defect_section+1,(maxsection)*defect_section,1 ! fill up registry
If (Mesh(k,2) <= statistics(j,2,source)+10 .AND. Mesh(k,2) >= statistics(j,3,source)-10) Then ! accept only
defects within max channel bounds
If (Mesh(k,1)>=((real(j)-1)*dl) .AND. Mesh(k,1)<=((real(j)+1)*dl)) Then ! defect must be within +- two and
a half of a section width
If (Mesh(k,4) == 2.) Then
registry(h) = Mesh(k,2)
h=h+ 1
Else
reg_2(l) = Mesh(k,2)
l=l+1
End If
End If
End If
End Do
! Sort registries into a top-down order
mini = 1
Do While (registry(mini) > 0)
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If (registry(mini)<registry(mini+1)) Then! existing defect registry
temp1 = registry(mini)
registry(mini) = registry(mini+1)
registry(mini+1) = temp1
ip = mini-1 ! check counter variable
! Check previous entries
Do while (ip > 0)
If (registry(ip) < registry(ip+1)) Then
temp1 = registry(ip)
registry(ip) = registry(ip+1)
registry(ip+1) = temp1
ip = ip-1
Else
exit
End If
End do
End If
mini = mini + 1
End Do
mini = 1
Do While (reg_2(mini) >0)
If (reg_2(mini)<reg_2(mini+1)) Then ! eliminated defect registry
temp1 = reg_2(mini)
reg_2(mini) = reg_2(mini+1)
reg_2(mini+1) = temp1
ip = mini-1 ! check counter variable
! Check previous entries
Do while (ip > 0)
If (reg_2(ip) < reg_2(ip+1)) Then
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temp1 = reg_2(ip)
reg_2(ip) = reg_2(ip+1)
reg_2(ip+1) = temp1
ip = ip-1
Else
exit
End If
End Do
End If
mini=mini + 1
End Do
! Get core height data
If (reg_2(1) == 0.) Then ! no core data available. Core width is max width
statistics(j,6,source) = statistics(j,2,source); statistics(j,7,source)=statistics(j,3,source)
Else
statistics(j,6:7,source) = height0
Call CoreHeight(b1, c1, d_ave/2., 1., 2., statistics(j,6,source), statistics(j,7,source), &
height0, m_den, dl,reg_2(1:l+1),detail,registry(1:h+1))
End If
minsection = maxsection-NSecScan*6
If (minsection < 1) minsection = 1
maxsection = maxsection + NSecScan
If (maxsection > num_sections) maxsection = num_sections
End Do
! Clean up core results
Do k = 2, c2, 1 ! greater than comparison is required since for the minimum condition the indices are increasing as
they approach the midpoint
If (statistics(k,6,source)< statistics(k-1,6,source)-2.8*d_ave) statistics(k,6,source) = statistics(k-1,6,source)
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If (statistics(k,7,source)> statistics(k-1,7,source)+2.8*d_ave) statistics(k,7,source) = statistics(k-1,7,source)
End Do
End Do
End If
Else ! Model 1
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
l = l0+(source-1)*DeltaL ! starting row in Mesh
Do k = 1, c2, 1
Call CoreHeight(b1, c1, d_ave/2., 1., 2., statistics(k,6,source), statistics(k,7,source), real(l), m_den, dl,
Mesh(:,k),detail)
End Do
! Clean up core results
Do k = 2, c2, 1 ! greater than comparison is required since for the minimum condition the indices are increasing as they
approach the midpoint
If (statistics(k,6,source)< statistics(k-1,6,source)-2*d_ave) statistics(k,6,source) = statistics(k-1,6,source)
If (statistics(k,7,source)> statistics(k-1,7,source)+2*d_ave) statistics(k,7,source) = statistics(k-1,7,source)
End Do
End Do
End If
If (i == 1) Then ! temp diagnostic
open (1,status="replace", file="coretest.txt")
If (Detail == 1) Then
Do k = 1, c2, 1
Write(1,*), k,statistics(k,6,1)*2/d(1,1), statistics(k,7,1)*2/d(1,1)
End Do
Else
Do k = 1, c2, 1
Write(1,*), k,statistics(k,6,1), statistics(k,7,1)
End Do
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End If
close(1)
open(1,status = "replace", file="instchannel.txt")
If (detail == 1) Then
Do k = 1, c2, 1 ! temp inst channel
Do j = 1, b1, 1
If (Mesh(j,k) == 1.) Write(1,*), k,j
End Do
End do
Else
! temp inst channel
Do j = 1, b1, 1
If (Mesh(j,4) == 1.) Write(1,*), Mesh(j,1), Mesh(j,2)
End Do
End If
close(1)
End If
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
Forall (k = 1:c2)
! Store values for each incident point for height, and sdev of height
statistics(k,8, source) = statistics(k,8, source) + (statistics(k,6, source)-statistics(k,7, source))
statistics(k,9, source) = statistics(k,9, source) + &
(statistics(k,6, source)-statistics(k,7, source))*(statistics(k,6, source)-statistics(k,7, source))
End Forall
! Update sdev summation of squares information
sdev_c(source) = sdev_c(source) + (sum(statistics(1:c2,6, source)-statistics(1:c2,7, source))/c2)**2.0
End Do
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End If
! Update extrema statistics
If (not(s_broad)) Then
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
Forall (k = 1:c2)
! Store values for each incident point for height, and sdev of height
statistics(k,4, source) = statistics(k,4, source) + (statistics(k,2, source)-statistics(k,3, source))
statistics(k,5, source) = statistics(k,5, source) + &
(statistics(k,2, source)-statistics(k,3, source))*(statistics(k,2, source)-statistics(k,3, source))
End Forall
! Update sdev summation of squares information
sdev(source) = sdev(source) + (sum(statistics(1:c2,2, source)-statistics(1:c2,3, source))/c2)**2.0
End Do
Else
Do k = 1, c2, 1
maxi = 0
mini = 100000
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
! Store values for each incident point for height, and sdev of height
If (statistics(k,2,source) > maxi) maxi = statistics(k,2,source)
If (statistics(k,3,source) < mini) mini = statistics(k,3,source)
End Do
statistics(k,2,1) = maxi
statistics(k,3,1) = mini
statistics(k,4,1) = statistics(k,4,1) + maxi-mini
statistics(k,5,1) = statistics(k,5,1) + (maxi-mini)*(maxi-mini)
End Do
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! Update sdev summation of squares information
sdev(1) = sdev(1) + (sum(statistics(1:c2,2,1)-statistics(1:c2,3,1))/c2)**2.0
End If
! Print out computation progress and estimated remaining time
Call CPU_TIME(comptime)
If (progress <= (real(i)*100./N)) Then
Do While (progress <= real(i)*100./N)
progress = progress + increment
End Do
Write (*,fmt="(A19, f6.2, A2)"), 'Analysis Progress = ', progress-increment,' %'
Write (*,*), ' About ', (comptime-comptime0)/i*(N-i)/60., ' minutes remaining'
Write (*,*), ''
End If
End Do
! Perform final statistical calculations for reporting in the file
Call FinalStats(num_sources, c1, c2, b1, O, N, statistics, mean, mean_c, sdev, sdev_c, mean_time, sdev_time)
! Get best fit parameters for functional correlations
Call LeastSquares(c2, dl, statistics(1:c2,4,1), "power", output_res) ! for "Results.txt"
If (Choose_files(4)) Call LeastSquares(c2, dl, statistics(1:c2,8,1), "power", output_cor) ! for "Core_Results.txt"
! Write results to the output files
Call Writeout(c_min, c_max, N, O, c1, c2, b1, mean, mean_c, sdev, sdev_c, statistics, Mesh, D1, d, d_a, d_ave, b, dl,
num_sources, l0, DeltaL, &
dis_track, Detail, a, mean_time, sdev_time, time_pin, free_speed, interact_points, num_density, comptime, choose_files,
Gauss, &
d_Type, varN, funstr, spacing, s_broad, output_res, output_cor, p_elim, sdev_d)
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! Repeat procedures
rep_num = rep_num + 1
If (rep_num <= auto_repeat) Then
! Update relevant parameters and notify user of new values
print *, repeat_var, ' was increased by ', repeat_inc, ' to: '
If (repeat_var == "N") Then
If (varN) Then
write(funstr(2),*), funstr(2)//'+',repeat_inc
Call parsef(2,funstr(2),var)
Write (*,"(A54)"), ' the function:', funstr(2)
print *, ' which was recompiled'
Else
num_density = num_density + repeat_inc
print *, num_density
End If
Else
If (d_Type == "Dis") Then
d(1:d_a,1) = d(1:d_a,1) + repeat_inc
print *, d
Else ! diameter boundaries incremented
dmin = dmin + repeat_inc
dmax = dmax + repeat_inc
print *, ' minimum diameter = ', dmin, 'nm'
print *, ' maximum diameter = ', dmax, 'nm'
print *, ' The function was unaltered. To alter the function'
print *, ' use a different input file. Autorepeat cannot'
print *, ' alter the diameter function'
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End If
End If
! Deallocate arrays and return to beginning of program for re-initialization of variables
Deallocate(Mesh, statistics, mean, sdev, mean_c, sdev_c, dis_track, mean_time, sdev_time)
If(varN) Deallocate(aa)
If (Detail == 2 .AND. choose_files(4)) deallocate(registry,reg_2)
If (choose_files(6) .AND. (Detail == 2)) Deallocate(interact_points)
Call CPU_TIME(comptime)
comptime0 = comptime
goto 10
Else
! Allow user to repeat the program
print *, 'enter 1 to repeat, another value to exit'
read *, j
If (j == 1) Then
Deallocate(Mesh, statistics, mean, mean_c, sdev, sdev_c, dis_track, mean_time, sdev_time, d)
If (Detail == 2 .AND. choose_files(4)) Deallocate(registry,reg_2)
If(varN) Deallocate(aa)
If (d_Type == "PDF" .OR. varN) Deallocate(funstr,var)
If (choose_files(6) .AND. (Detail == 2)) Deallocate(interact_points)
Call CPU_TIME(comptime)
comptime0 = comptime ! reset initial computer time variable to allow for accurate time predictions
End If
End If
End Do
Contains
subroutine findmax(n, xmax, xmin, min, max)
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use fparser
implicit none
integer :: n, i, upper
real, intent(in) :: xmax, xmin
real :: rand(1:1), temp
real(real64), intent(out) :: min, max
min = 10**26.
max = 0
upper = 1000000
Do i = 1, upper, 1
rand(1:1) = i*(xmax-xmin)/upper+xmin
temp = evalf(n,rand(1:1))
If (max < temp) max = temp
If (min > temp) min = temp
End Do
end subroutine
End Program

B.2 Catch_up Subroutine
This subroutine is only invoked for the Dispersed Barrier Model (model 2). Its purpose is simply to maintain statistical validity of the
results. Once a defect has been found to interact with, the dislocation’s height is recorded for all sampling locaions (every dl) along the
glide path. The routine then returns to the main program.
Subroutine Catch_up(height, height0, x, j, i, c2, k, time, dl, D1, free_speed, dis_track, statistics, source, mean_time,& sdev_time,
t_inc)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
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real(real64) :: statistics(:,2:,:), mean_time(:,:,:), sdev_time(:,:,:)
real :: time, x, height, height0, dl, free_speed, dis_track(:,:,:), D1, increment, t_inc, max
integer :: j, i, c2, source, k, j0
j0 = j ! Set initial location of j
! set criteria for Do-While loops
If (x < D1*1000) Then
max = x
Else
max = D1*1000.
End If
! Upate various arrays
Do While (max >= j*dl)
! update max and min values of channel
If (height > statistics(j,2,source)) statistics(j, 2, source) = height
If (height < statistics(j,3,source)) statistics(j, 3, source) = height
! Update time
time = time + t_inc
mean_time(j, k, source) = mean_time(j, k, source) + time+(j-i)*t_inc
sdev_time(j, k, source) = sdev_time(j, k, source) + (time+(j-i)*t_inc)*(time+(j-i)*t_inc)
j=j+1
End Do
! Record dislocation height and update/check sampling location for the first history
If (i == 1) Then
j = j0
Do While (max > j*dl)
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dis_track(j,k, source) = height-height0
j=j+1
End Do
End If
End Subroutine

B.3 Choose_Diameter Function
This function is used to allow for multiple defect sizes to be used in model 2 and is not invoked for model 1. Three options exist for
this routine. For a simple, non-Gaussian, single diameter case, the chosen diameter is the only diameter entry. For a non-Gaussian but
multiple diameter case, a uniform random deviate between 0 and 1 is chosen, the CDF, as stored by GetData, is then sequentially
sorted through until a diameter is found whose probability is greater than the number chosen. This diameter is then chosen and
returned. For the third case where a Gaussian distribution is used, a diameter is chosen as just stated and then the standard deviation
collected by GetData is used an input to the Gaussian distribution. A diameter is then chosen in that Gaussian using a standard
rejection technique. The chosen value is then returned.
Real Function Choose_Diameter(d, d_a, Gauss, d_Type, PDFmax, dmax, dmin, sdev_d)
use fparser
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
integer, intent(in) :: d_a
integer :: l
real, intent(in) :: d(1:d_a,1:2), sdev_d
real :: temp_d, g_val, CDF, rand, rand_d(1:1), dmin, dmax
real(real64), intent(in) :: PDFmax
character(len=3), intent(in) :: d_Type
logical, intent(in) :: Gauss
CDF = 0
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l=0
If (Not(Gauss) .AND. (d_Type == "Dis")) Then ! Standard exact defect size conditions
If (d_a == 1) Then
temp_d = d(1,1)
Else
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
Do While ((rand > CDF) .AND. (l < d_a)) ! Gets the index of d array to use
l=l+1
CDF = CDF + d(l,2)
End Do
temp_d = d(l,1) ! defect size is chosen when the random deviate is not greater than the sum of probabilities of
! defect occurrence
End If
Else If (d_Type == "Dis") Then ! The following is chosen when a gaussian distribution is used to choose from the given
! defect sizes
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
Do While ((rand > CDF) .AND. (l < d_a)) ! Gets the index of d array to use
l=l+1
CDF = CDF + d(l,2)
End Do
temp_d = d(l,1) ! assign initial, temporary diameter
! Use rejection method to determine value of diameter distributed about mean diameter chosen
! Rejection will be used assuming that 6 standard deviations away from the mean the value of the
! distribution is approximately zero
! Gaussian function is not normalized since the maximum condition is where G(x) = 1.0
dmin = temp_d - 6.0*sdev_d
If (dmin < 0) dmin = 0 ! set lower limit for dmin
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dmax = temp_d + 6.0*sdev_d
! Get random diameter and gaussian comparison value
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand_d)
rand_d = rand_d*(dmax-dmin)+dmin
g_val = exp(-(rand_d(1)-temp_d)*(rand_d(1)-temp_d)/(2.0*sdev_d*sdev_d))
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
Do While (rand > g_val) ! Reject point if chosen y value is greater than gaussian result
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand_d)
rand_d = rand_d*(dmax-dmin)+dmin
g_val = exp(-(rand_d(1)-temp_d)*(rand_d(1)-temp_d)/(2.0*sdev_d*sdev_d))
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
End Do
! Assign final value to diameter
temp_d = rand_d(1)
Else ! Use a user-supplied PDF to find diameters
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand_d)
rand_d = rand_d*(dmax-dmin)+dmin
g_val = evalf(1, rand_d(1:1))
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
rand = rand*PDFmax
Do While (rand > g_val) ! Reject point and choose another if current point is outside of range
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand_d)
rand_d = rand_d*(dmax-dmin)+dmin
g_val = evalf(1, rand_d(1:1))
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
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End Do
! Assign final value to diameter
temp_d = rand_d(1)
End If
Choose_Diameter = temp_d
End Function

B.4 CoreHeight Subroutine
This subroutine is invoked for both models if this information was requested. The overall algorithm is similar for both models but the
individual algorithms are separate because of the data structure differences between the models. In model 1, a single column of the
Mesh is passed to the subroutine as the region to be tested. The maximum and minimum locations of dislocation passage (defect
elimination) are found. Core width criteria determined in the main program is then used to evaluate all possible core extrema. Each
extrema location (locations of defect elimination) is tested sequentially on both sides of the midplane using a nested do-loop. For each
examination, the number of existing defects is counted within the extrema possibility and if the density is less than the threshold, and
the examined width is greater than the previously found core width, the potential extrema are set to be the temporary core width. Once
all combinations have been sorted through, the stored extrema are used to report maximum and minium locations of the core of the
channel.
For model 2, the algorithm is similar but evaluates two separate arrays. The first is a sorted list of defects that have been eliminated
and the second is a sorted list of defects that have not been eliminated. The first is used to perform the same sorting information as
above. As the program sorts through the combinations of eliminated defects, it counts the number of defects within the given range in
the second array and determines density against the given threshold following the same extrema recording procedure as in model 1.
subroutine CoreHeight(b1, Nint, stepsize, yes, no, max, min, mid, m_den, dl,registry,detail,r2)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
! Variable definitions
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! CoreHeight - nm
! registry - select portion of the mesh to be analyzed
! Nint - number of interactions possible across a grain
! step size - distance between mesh nodes - nm
! yes - condition that a mesh differentiates it does NOT have a defect (YES, defect wasremoved)
! no - condition that a mesh differentiates it does still have a defect (NO, defect was NOT removed)
! max - highest part of the core channel
! min - lowest part of the core channel1
! k - max index under consideration
! j - min index under consideration
! b1 - length of "registry"
! g - counter
! tw - width variable assigned during search for correct width
! r2 - second registry used in Model 2
! assign variable names
Integer :: Nint, j, g, k, h, l, b1, count,detail
Real :: stepsize, yes, no, dl, mid
Real :: registry(:)
real,optional::r2(:)
Real(real64) :: max,minmax, min, maxmin, m_den, jp, kp, maxw, tw,t_den

If (Detail==1) Then
! find max starting point
Do k = b1, mid, -1
If (registry(k) == 1.) exit
End Do
If (k < mid) k = mid
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! find min starting point
Do j = 1, mid, 1
If (registry(j) == 1.) exit
End Do
If (j > mid) j = mid
maxw = 0
tw = 0
jp = mid
kp = mid
! Test density for critically small density
! loop through j
! loop through k
! test each j,k point for correct density
! once density if found less than critical density test if width (tw) is larger than the maxw
! if so, set maxw equal to tw, jp = j, kp = k
Do g = j, mid, 1
Do h = k, mid, -1
! get number of defects in chosen region
count = 0
Do l = g, h, 1
If (registry(l) == 2.) count = count + 1
End Do
! get density
tw = count/(dl*dl*stepsize*(h-g))
! compare densities
If (tw < m_den) Then
If (real(h-g) > maxw) Then
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maxw = real(h-g)
jp = g
kp = h
End If
exit ! move to next value of g
End If
End Do
End Do
max = stepsize*kp
min = stepsize*jp
Else ! model 2
h=1 ! lowest point of the registry
Do
If(registry(h+1) == 0.) Then
exit
End If
h=h+1
End Do
! Find largest core density
maxw = 0
maxmin = 0 ! highest acceptable value of min points
minmax = 10000000 ! lowest acceptable value of max points
Do j = 1, h-1,1 ! loop through all possible max points
If (registry(j) < mid) exit
Do g = h, j+1, -1 ! loop through all possible min points
If (registry(g) > mid) exit
tw = registry(j)-registry(g)
count = 0
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l = 1 ! get number of remaining defects
Do While (r2(l) > 0)
If (r2(l) <= registry(j) .AND. r2(l) >= registry(g)) Then
count = count + 1
End If
l=l+1
End Do
t_den = count/(tw*dl*dl) ! factor of 5 is for section width of 5 being used.
If (t_den < m_den) Then
If (tw > maxw) Then
maxw = tw
max = registry(j)
min = registry(g)
minmax = registry(j)
maxmin = registry(g)
End If
End If
End Do
End Do
End If
End subroutine

B.5 DefectMesh Subroutine
This subroutine is used to assemble the mesh for both models. In model 1 the mesh is set to 0 and then a nested do-loop is used to
loop through columns and rows of the mesh, setting every other element to the value of 2. One moving from one column to the next
the row where a defect is first placed is shifted to get the pattern presented in the paper.
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For model 2, the mesh is also initialized to 0. Filling of the mesh is accomplished in a semi-ordered fashion along the x-axis (distance
from the source) by using a series of sections. Each section covers a specific distance grouping. Based on the density given, a constant
number of defects is calculated to fill each section. If a distance-dependent density distribution is given, the local density is used to
calculated the local number of defects within a section. Sections are filled by choosing random deviates uniformly between the
minimum and maximum distances from the source bounding the section. The height and depth (y and z) locations of the defect are
chosen uniformly between the given bounds as well. The defect diameter is then chosen by calling the B.3 Choose_Diameter
Function in section B.3 Choose_Diameter Function.
Once all sections are filled each section is scanned for overlaps, accounting for defects sitting on the edge of a section by scanning
over multiple sections at a time. When an overlap with a defect is found, the defect is re-positioned but keeps its formerly assigned
diameter. The new position of the defect is then tested agains all previously positioned defects and re-assigned ad infinitum until it
does not violate the conditions anymore.
Subroutine DefectMesh(num_density, Mesh, b1, c1, Detail, a, aa, b, c, d, d_a, d_ave, dx, defect_section, dmin, &
dmax, d_Type, Gauss, PDFmax, sdev_d, varN, num_sections, fast, imin, det_prog)
use iso_fortran_env
use fparser
implicit none
integer :: b1, c1, num_sections, DS0, adjust_DS_counter, imin
integer :: i, j, k, l, h, min, max, Detail, defect_section, d_a ! counting variables and Mesh-Type determining variable
real(real64) :: rand, PDFmax, num_density
real :: d(1:d_a,1:2), aa(1:num_sections, 1:3), dx, dx0, d_ave, val(1:1), adjust_DS_req, t0,t ! rad_dist is the distance
! mapped out by the sum of the radii of two dislocation loops' exclusion volumes
real :: a, b, c, CDF, dmin, dmax, Choose_Diameter, sdev_d, rad_dist, prog_Test ! dimensions of volume element and CDF,
! which represents a rolling CDF used to determine which defect size to use (Model 2)
real, Dimension(1:b1,1:c1), intent(out) :: Mesh ! Mesh containing defects
character(len = 3) :: d_Type
logical :: last ! if .true. this variable causes the analyzer loop to run fewer times
logical :: Gauss, varN, reset, fast, prog_log, det_prog
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If (Detail == 1) Then ! For simple case
Mesh = 0 ! start the arrays with no dislocations
k = 1 ! Determines where the first defect is placed
Do i = 1, b1, 1
Do j = k, c1, 2 ! Add a loop to the array element
Mesh(i,j) = 2.
End Do
If (k == 1) Then ! Give k the appropriate value for the next run
k=2
Else
k=1
End If
End Do
Else ! For randomly-generated positions case
! X is first column (length along channel), Y is second column (height), Z is third column(depth)
! Build X locations in sections
If (det_prog) Then ! Potentially give user status updates if this is expected to be a long process
print *, ' Populating and validating Mesh'
prog_Test = 0.0
End If

last =.false.
i = 1 ! Mesh index
dx0 = dx ! set original (dx0) dx increment
DS0 = defect_section ! assign value to orignal defect section parameter
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! Populate Mesh()
Do k = 0, num_sections-1, 1 ! Loop through all sections
! Get "a" for this section and number of defects in the section, if needed
If (varN) Then
a = aa(k+1,1)
defect_section = aa(k+1,2)
End If
Do j = 1,defect_section,1 ! Loop through all defects in section k, populating them
! Assign location
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
Mesh(i,1) = dx*rand+dx0*k
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
Mesh(i,2) = rand*b
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
Mesh(i,3) = rand*a
! Assign defect size
Mesh(i,5) = Choose_Diameter(d, d_a, Gauss, d_Type, PDFmax, dmax, dmin, sdev_d)
! Increment counter
i = i+1
If (i > b1) Then ! Ensure The value never goes beyond upper bound of Mesh
exit
End If
End Do
If (last) Then
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exit
Else If (i+defect_section > b1) Then
last = .true.
dx = c*1000.-dx0*(1+k)
If (not(varN)) Then
defect_section = num_density*a*b*dx/(10.**27.)
Else
val = dx0*k
defect_section = (evalf(2,val)+evalf(2,val+dx))/2.*a*b*dx/(10.**27.)
End If
End If
End Do
If (det_prog) print *, ' Initial defect population complete'
imin = i - 1
defect_section = DS0 ! reset defect_section
dx = dx0 ! reset dx for overlap checking loops
Do i = imin, b1, 1! Set status of defects never assigned to not-existing ("0")
If (sum(Mesh(i,1:3)) == 0.) Then
Mesh(i:imin,4)= 0
exit
End If
End Do
! Verify the defects don't overlap assuming spherical exclusion volume
If (det_prog) Then ! possibly inform user of condition of analysis
If (prog_Test == 0.) Then
print *, ' Beginning the data overlap correction procedures'
prog_Test = 0.25
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End If
End If
If (fast) Then
l=1
h=0
Else
l=2
h = defect_section
End If
i=1
last = .false.
k=0
max = defect_section*l ! maximum value to compare in this defect section
min = 0
Do While (i <= imin) ! imin is the maximum value because b1 exceeds the actual value of defects put into Mesh
! Update user on status of overlap correction, if applicable
If (det_prog) Then
If (real(k)/num_sections >= prog_Test) Then
Write(*,"(A6,i3,A35)") ' ', int(prog_Test*100), '% done with data overlap correction'
prog_Test = 0.25+prog_Test
End If
End If
! Special calculations for variable density
If (varN) Then
a = aa(k+1,1)
defect_section = aa(k+1,2)
If (fast) Then ! for quick analysis
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max = aa(k+1,2)
min = 0
Else If (k < num_sections-2) Then ! on all sections for more thorough analysis
max = aa(k+1,2)+aa(k+2,2)
min = aa(k+1,2)-1
Else ! on last two sections
max = imin-i
min = 0
End If
Else If (i > 1) Then
min = h
If (i + h + defect_section > imin) Then
max = imin-i
End If
End If
! Actual testing loop
If (varN) Then
Do j = min, max-1, 1
Call Comparison(i,i+j, Mesh, a, b, dx, k, defect_section, dx0, imin, int(aa(k+1,3)))
End Do
Else
Do j = min, max-1, 1
Call Comparison(i,i+j, Mesh, a, b, dx, k, defect_section, dx0, imin, i+defect_section)
End Do
End If
i = i + defect_section ! increment section
k = k + 1 ! increment section counter
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If (last) Then ! final procedures case
exit
Else If (i+defect_section > imin) Then
last = .true.
dx = c*1000.-dx0*(1+k)
If (not(varN)) Then
defect_section = num_density*a*b*dx/(10.**27.)
Else
val = dx0*k
defect_section = (evalf(2,val)+evalf(2,val+dx))/2.*a*b*dx/(10.**27.)
End If
End If
End Do
defect_section = DS0 ! reset defect_section
dx = dx0 ! reset dx
Mesh(1:imin, 4) = 2. ! All defects exist!
If (det_prog) print *, ' Performing channel formation analysis'
End If
contains
Recursive Subroutine Comparison(mini, current, Mesh, a, b, dx, k, defect_section, dx0, imin, section_boundary)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
integer :: mini, current, k, defect_section, i, imin
integer, intent(in) :: section_boundary
real :: Mesh(:,:), a, dx, b, dx0
logical :: bound_viol
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bound_viol = .false. ! At the start, the section boundary has not been violated
Do i = mini, current-1, 1 ! Loop through each defect in section, comparing locations to reference, Mesh(j,:)
rad_dist = (Mesh(i,5)+Mesh(current,5))/2
If (i > section_boundary) bound_viol = .true.
If (sqrt((Mesh(i,1)-Mesh(current,1))**2.+(Mesh(i,2)-Mesh(current,2))**2.+&
(Mesh(i,3)-Mesh(current,3))**2.) <= rad_dist) Then
! Assign new location to i+h defect
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
Mesh(current,2) = rand*b
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
If (bound_viol) Then
Mesh(current,1) = dx*rand+dx0*(k+1)
Else
Mesh(current,1) = dx*rand+dx0*k
End If
Call RANDOM_NUMBER(rand)
Mesh(current,3) = rand*a
Call Comparison(mini, current, Mesh, a, b, dx, k, defect_section, dx0, imin, section_boundary)
End If
End Do
End Subroutine
End Subroutine
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B.6 Final Stats Subroutine
This subroutine simply gathers and manipulates all the raw data from the program, turning sums into averages, and then using those to
create standard deviations for each point and the overall channel width average. Core and maximum results are evaluated
simulatenously here.
Subroutine FinalStats(num_sources, c1, c2, b1, O, N, statistics, mean, mean_c, sdev, sdev_c, mean_time, sdev_time)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
integer :: source, num_sources, k, O, N, c1, c2, b1, j, i
real :: mean(1:num_sources), mean_c(1:num_sources), sdev(1:num_sources), sdev_c(1:num_sources)
real(real64) :: statistics(1:c2, 2:9, 1:num_sources)
real(real64) :: mean_time(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources), sdev_time(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources)
! Get max channel height statistics
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
Forall (k = 1: c2)
statistics(k,5, source) = sqrt((statistics(k,5, source)/N-(statistics(k,4, source)/N)**2.0)/(N-1.0)) ! sdev of height
statistics(k,4, source) = statistics(k,4, source)/N ! mean of height
statistics(k,9, source) = sqrt((statistics(k,9, source)/N-(statistics(k,8, source)/N)**2.0)/(N-1.0)) ! sdev of core height
statistics(k,8, source) = statistics(k,8, source)/N ! mean of core height
! Time statistics
Forall (i = 1:O)
mean_time(k, i, source) = mean_time(k, i, source)/N
sdev_time(k, i, source) = sqrt(abs((sdev_time(k, i, source)/N-(mean_time(k, i, source))**2.0))/(N-1.))
End Forall
End Forall
mean(source) = sum(statistics(1:c2, 4, source))/c2
sdev(source) = sqrt((sdev(source)/N-(mean(source))**2.0)/(N-1.))
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mean_c(source) = sum(statistics(1:c2, 8, source))/c2
sdev_c(source) = sqrt((sdev_c(source)/N-(mean_c(source))**2.0)/(N-1.))
End Do
End Subroutine

B.7 fparsef module
This code was not developed by the author but was used with generic copyright permission as indicated below [66]. It is used only for
conditions in which a user enters the function that is to be used for diameter of number density distribution. It essentially parses the
function into its individual parts and assignes mathematical significance to each term. Later, function calls will evaluate the chosen
function using the input parameters to the function.
!
! Copyright notice from Copyright holders:
!
!---------! Copyright (c) 2000-2008, Roland Schmehl.
! All rights reserved.
!
! * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
! modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
! met:
!
! * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
! this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
!
! * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
! notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
! documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
!
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! * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its
! contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
! this software without specific prior written permission.
!
!
! THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
! "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
! LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
! A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
! OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
! SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
! LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
! DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
! THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
! (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
! OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
! --------!------- -------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------! Fortran 90 function parser v1.1
!------- -------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------!
! This function parser module is intended for applications where a set of mathematical
! fortran-style expressions is specified at runtime and is then evaluated for a large
! number of variable values. This is done by compiling the set of function strings
! into byte code, which is interpreted efficiently for the various variable values.
!
! The source code is available from http://fparser.sourceforge.net
!
! Please send comments, corrections or questions to the author:
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! Roland Schmehl <roland.schmehl@alumni.uni-karlsruhe.de>
!
!------- -------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------! The function parser concept is based on a C++ class library written by Juha
! Nieminen <warp@iki.fi> available from http://warp.povusers.org/FunctionParser/
!------- -------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- -------

B.8 GetData Subroutine
GetaData is a subroutine used to gather data from a user. It includes three separate options chosen from a menu. The first allows the
user to provide a custom filename for input. The second chooses the default input file, “Input.txt”, as data source. The third prints to
the screen the format required for the input file and provides the option for sample input files to be created. The third option contains
only choice entry validation and writeout files. The first and second options have identical read-in data, but start from a different
filename. Initially, the program looks in the given directory for the requested file and prompts the user for a filename again if it cannot
find the file. On opening the file data is read sequentially, most of the data is required in the format specied in the instructions (under
choice 3) where the outline of the file, and potentially associated files is given. All logical variables defining choices for file types to
print, multiple simulation sets, time reduction (lower fidelity) options are assigned in this subroutine and returned to the main
program. During the read-in of information, most of the data is screened for errors and erroneous data is reported and the user is
required to manually enter the value of interest.
Subroutine GetData(a, b, c, N, O, increment, d, d_a, num_sources, num_density, Detail, time_pin, free_speed,&
auto_repeat, repeat_var, repeat_inc, choose_files, Gauss, dmin, dmax, d_Type, funstr, varN, sdev_d, var, &
mult, fast, Mesh1, det_prog, s_broad, spacing)
use iso_fortran_env
use fparser
implicit none
real(real64) :: num_density
real, allocatable :: d(:,:)
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real :: a, b, c, time_pin, free_speed, increment, repeat_inc, sum_prob, dmin, dmax, sdev_d, spacing
integer :: i, j, N, O, num_sources, choice, Detail, auto_repeat, d_a, mult
character(len=75) :: variable ! used to display variable entries pulled from data file
character(len=3) :: d_type ! Chooses whether to read in diameters as PDF or discrete set
character(len=4) :: d_dist, N_Type ! Chooses whether to use normal or gaussian distribution around the chosen diameters
! and whether number density is constant or varies with x
character(len=1) :: repeat_var, choice1
character(len=10) :: openfilename
character(len=100), Dimension(:), allocatable :: funstr
character(len=1), Dimension(:), allocatable :: var
logical :: invalid = .false., invalid1 = .false., choose_files(2:6), Gauss, existence, varN, fast, Mesh1, det_prog, s_broad
print *, ' Press "1" to read in from a file of arbitrary name'
print *, ' Press "2" to read in from "Input.txt"'
print *, ' Press "3" to recieve instructions on formatting of the file'
read *, choice
Do While ((choice < 1) .OR. (choice > 3))
print *, 'Invalid entry, please re-enter your choice'
read *, choice
End Do
If (choice == 3) Then
print *, ' For your own file, you will be prompted to enter the file name. Otherwise, (choice "3") "Input.txt" will be used'
print *, ' If yours, enter the full filename you wish to use for this analysis, making sure it is in the file directory'
print *, ' Otherwise, make sure "Input.txt" is in the same directory as the application file'
print *, ' You will also have to create a "Diameter.txt" file if you use anything besides a single-defect type situation'
print *, ' For functional distribution of defect densities across the channel you will also need a "Number_Density.txt" file'
print *, ' NOTE: these two additional files MUST have the given names. Additional names are not allowed in the program todate'
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print *, ''
print *, ' GUIDELINES FOR: "Input.txt":'
print *, ' The file format must follow the following guidelines'
print *, ' The program reads the file as follows:'
print *, ' 1) Integer (1 or 2), 2 being default. '
print *, ' If 1, simple average spacing of defects occurs'
print *, ' If 2, defects are randomly dispersed on the grid.'
print *, ' 2) number density of defects (per cubic meter). For density distribution this serves as a placeholder'
print *, ' Enter as -.-E+--- or --.-E+-- between 10^21 and 10^25'
print *, ' 3) length of the channel in microns'
print *, ' 4) maxmimum allowed height of the channel (nm)'
print *, ' This specifies twice the climb in either direction allowed for the dislocation'
print *, ' Large entries will increase runtime. Small entries may cause boundary violations'
print *, ' Any violations which occur are reported in the final "Results_---.txt" file'
print *, ' as well as in the program during operation'
print *, ' 5) the speed of the dislocation through a defect-free lattice (m/s)'
print *, ' 6) time spent pinned at each dislocation (s)'
print *, ' 7) number of dislocation passes per history'
print *, ' 8) number of simultaneous sources to consider (normally set this to 1)'
print *, ' 9) number of histories as a power of 10 (e.g., for 100 histories, enter a 2)'
print *, ' 10) interval (%) between notification of progress (e.g, for output every 5.01%, the entry is simply 5.01)'
print *, ' 11) number of times you wish to repeat the program (0 runs once, 1 runs twice, etc.)'
print *, ' 12) Name of variable to increment on repeat.'
print *, ' "d" or "N". "d" changes diameter while "N" changes number density each time by a set value'
print *, ' Note that for functional entries, "d" increments upper and lower limits'
print *, ' While "N" increments the function itself by a constant value'
print *, ' 13) value to increment variable listed in 12).'
print *, ' Format for this value is identical to that in line 2)'
print *, ' 14) number of different loop sizes (if discrete size distribution), or "1" (if continuous distribution)'
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print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, '
print *, ''

15) either "PDF" or "Dis" '
"PDF" - reads diameter as a PDF'
"Dis" - reads discrete entries of diameter values and probabilities'
16) "Norm" or "Gaus". Choose "Norm" form "PDF" in last line. "Gaus" chooses a Gaussian distribution '
around discrete points when line 15) is "Dis". "Norm" for a discrete distribution of diameters'
chooses the exact diameter whenever the random deviate picks it.'
17) "Cnst" or "Dist". "Cnst" chooses defect density in line 2), "Dist" chooses distribution from file'
18) For a discrete set of diameters, enter the diameter on this line. Placeholder for PDF of d'
This diameter MUST be entered as --.--'
19) Normalized probability of finding this defect. Placeholder for PDF of d'
This probability MUST be entered as -.---'
NOTE: relative probabilities will be corrected by scaling of sum of probabilities'
??-??) Continue repeating lines 18 and 19 until all defects and their probabilities have been entered'
??) Enter the value of the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution, if being used'
This line is a placeholder if no Gaussian distribution is being used'
??) Enter Y or N. Y looks less rigorously for defect overlaps and as much as 0.1% of the defects may be in error'
if this set to Y (more likely only 0.05%). N takes 30% more time to look for defect overlaps more rigorously'
and almost none will overlap'
??) Enter Y or N. Y gives detailed progress information each history'
??) Enter Y or N. Y reports all sources as being part of the same source.'
Use this if you are evaluating source broadening effects'
??) value (nm) of spacing between sources. Placeholder if only one source exists'
??) "1" or less= write only "Results.txt". "5" or more = write all files. Otherwise, see below.'
??+6) exlude these lines if all data files are being printed. Otherwise, each "1" causes printing '
of the files. Results.txt is always printed.'
NOTE: File printing for other files is determined this way:'
Channel_Plot, Dislocation_Track, Core_Results, Dislocation_Kinetics, Interaction_Point'
Note that each is evaluated on a separate line'
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print *, ''
print *, ' GUIDELINES FOR "Diameter.txt":'
print *, ' 1) Minimum diameter to include. Format: --.--'
print *, ' 2) Maximum diameter to include. Format: --.--'
print *, ' 3) Single character variable (e.g "x"). Do NOTE use d,D,e,E as'
print *, ' The parsing routine interprets these as exponents. "x" will work fine'
print *, ' 4) 100 character maximum function representing the diameter distribution.'
print *, ' Note that NO EXTRA SPACES OR TABS can be included after the end of the function'
print *, ' or the parsing routine will be unable to evaluate the function'
print *, ''
print *, ''
print *, ' GUIDELINES FOR "Number_Density.txt":'
print *, ' 1) Integer (value 1 to 50) that is multiplied by the average spacing'
print *, ' in order to increase sampling amount'
print *, ' NOTE that for certain input values of this function in particular, extremely large arrays'
print *, '
can be required and the program may fail to allocate memory. Thus, this number'
print *, '
should be kept low'
print *, ' 2) Single character variable (e.g "x"). Do NOTE use d,D,e,E as'
print *, ' The parsing routine interprets these as exponents. "x" will work fine'
print *, ' 3) 100 character maximum function representing the diameter distribution.'
print *, ' Note that NO EXTRA SPACES OR TABS can be included after the end of the function'
print *, ' or the parsing routine will be unable to evaluate the function'
print *, ''
print *, ''
print *, ' Press "1" or "2" to read in from the file, Press "3" to exit the program,'
print *, ' Press "4" to generate a set of sample files with annotations'
read *, choice
Do While ((choice < 1) .OR. (choice > 4))
print *, ' Invalid entry, please re-enter'
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read *, choice
End Do
If (choice == 3) Then
Stop
End If
If (choice == 4) Then
! write sample input.txt
open(1,status="replace", file="Input_sample.txt")
Write(1,*),'2
Model Type - 1 or 2'
Write(1,*),'5.0E+023 Defect Density (m^-3). Use format shown. Placeholder for density distribution'
Write(1,*),'10.
Channel length (microns)'
Write(1,*),'3000.
Max height of channel (nm)'
Write(1,*),'15.
Speed of dislocation through defect-free material (m/s)'
Write(1,*),'90.
Time spent pinned at each defect loop (s)'
Write(1,*),'20
Number of dislocations passes per history (1000 is maximum)'
Write(1,*),'1
Number of simultaneous sources to consider (100 is maximum)'
Write(1,*),'1
Number of histories to record (as a power of 10)'
Write(1,*),'5.0
Interval (%) between notification of progress'
Write(1,*),'0
Number of repetitions to run'
Write(1,*),'d
Name of variable (d - diameter, N - number density) to increment'
Write(1,*),'0.0E+000 Amount to increment'
Write(1,*),'1
Number of loop types (# of different defect sizes)'
Write(1,*),'Dis
Dis or PDF. Selects how to determine diameters...see instructions'
Write(1,*),'Norm
For Discrete distribution= "Norm"; or = "Gaus" for Gauss distribution'
Write(1,*),'Cnst
Dist or Cnst. Number density as distribution or constant, respectively'
Write(1,*),'03.00
Diameter of 1st defect, (used for "Dis" case and placeholder otherwise)'
Write(1,*),'1.000
Prob of finding first defect, "
"'
Write(1,*),'0.100
Standard deviation iff Gaussian is used, otherwise, line is placeholder'
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Write(1,*),'N
Y or N. Y causes the program to run faster by doing less rigorous analysis'
Write(1,*),'N
Y or N. Y causes the program to only create the Mesh once...see instructions'
Write(1,*),'N
Y or N. Y gives detailed progress information each history'
Write(1,*),'N
Source broadening logical choice (Y or N). N = no broadening'
Write(1,*),'5.0
Spacing (nm) between sources. Placeholder if num_sources == 1'
Write(1,*),'5
Which files to write (see program instructions for details)'
Write(1,*),'1
Channel_Plot.txt'
Write(1,*),'1
Dislocation_Track.txt'
Write(1,*),'1
Core_Results.txt'
Write(1,*),'1
Dislocation_Kinetics.txt'
Write(1,*),'1
Interaction_Point.txt(Model 2 only)'
close(1)
! write sample diameter.txt
open(1,status="replace", file="Diameter_sample.txt")
write(1,*),'02.00
Minimum value of diameter (nm)'
write(1,*),'05.00
Maximum value of diameter (nm)'
write(1,*),'x
Variable to use in the function (will be read in a single character)'
write(1,*),'1/(x*x)'
write(1,*),'
Above line is used to read in a max 20 characters'
write(1,*),'
string to be parsed and compiled at runtime as the'
write(1,*),'
PDF (unormalized is fine) for diameter distribution.'
write(1,*),'
Note, always use "d" as the variable and limit functions'
write(1,*),'
to 20 character strings. Do not use variables symbolized'
write(1,*),'
as d, D, e, or E as the parser interprets these as exponents.'
write(1,*),'
x is the default variable.'
close(1)
! write sample number_density.txt
open(1,status="replace",file="Number_Density_sample.txt")
write(1,*),'10
Integer multiplier (up to 10) of average sampling distance'
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write(1,*),'x
Variable to use in the function (will be read in a single character)'
write(1,*),'10.^23.*exp(x)'
write(1,*),'
Above line is used to read in a max 100 characters'
write(1,*),'
string to be parsed and compiled at runtime as the'
write(1,*),'
distribution. Do not use variables symbolized as d,'
write(1,*),'
D, e, or E as the parser interprets these as exponents.'
write(1,*),'
x is the default variable.'
close(1)
! allow read in of files
print *, 'Press "1" to read in your own file, "2" to read in "Input.txt"'
print *, ' Other entries will exit'
read *, choice
If (choice > 2 .OR. choice < 1) stop
End If
End If
If ((choice == 1) .OR. (choice == 2)) Then
! Read in and validate filename to use, then open the file
If (choice == 1) Then
print *, ' Enter the name of the file you wish to use (must be in the directory)'
read *, openfilename
Else
openfilename = "Input.txt"
End If
! Verification of file existence/proper location
Inquire(file=(openfilename),exist=existence)
Do While (Not(existence))
print *, ' The filename you provided/requested could not be found in this directory.'
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print *, ' Please create the file or move it to the application directory'
print *, ' Enter the valid filename below'
read *, openfilename
Inquire(file=(openfilename),exist=existence)
End Do
print *, 'Gathering Data...'
open(1, file =(openfilename))
! read in most of the input data
read (1, "(i1)"), Detail
read (1, "(E8.1)"), num_density
read (1, "(f10.0)"), c
read (1, "(E12.2)"), b
read (1, "(f7.1)"), free_speed
read (1, "(f8.2)"), time_pin
read (1, "(i4)"), O
read (1, "(i3)"), num_sources
read (1, "(i1)"), N
read (1, "(f5.2)"), increment
read (1, "(i1)"), auto_repeat
read (1, "(A1)"), repeat_var
read (1, "(E8.1)"), repeat_inc
read (1, *), d_a
read (1, "(A3)"), d_Type
read (1, "(A4)"), d_dist
read (1, "(A4)"), N_Type
! Validate model type
Do While ((Detail < 1) .OR. (Detail > 2))
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print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Re-enter the model type:'
print *, ' "1" is for average spacing, "2" for random defect placement'
read *, Detail
End Do
! Validate d_Type and d_dist and determine T/F value of Gauss
Do While ((d_Type /= "PDF") .AND. (d_Type /= "Dis"))
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Enter "PDF" to type in normalized distribution '
print *, '
to use for diameter choice. Enter "Dis" for discrete function entry'
read *, d_Type
End Do
If (d_Type == "Dis") Then ! Only needed for the discrete entry condition for diameter
Do While ((d_dist /= "Norm") .AND. (d_dist /= "Gaus"))
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Type "Norm" or "Gaus" for Gaussian vs exact'
print *, ' diameter distribution about the mean diameter given'
read *, d_dist
End Do
! Set value of "Gauss" Given value of distribution
If (d_dist == "Norm") Then
Gauss = .false.
Else
Gauss = .true.
If (Detail == 1) Then
print *, ' Note: gaussian distributions are not able to be accomodated in the '
print *, ' average spacing model and will thus not be implemented in this run. '
print *, ' To use a Gaussian distribution, select model #2'
Gauss = .false.
End If
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End If
Else
Gauss = .false. ! If a PDF is being used, Gaussian distribution about the mean is meaningless
If (d_a /= 1) Then
d_a = 1
print *, ' Note: because of the choice of PDF for sizes, you entry for the number of defects'
print *, '
has been set to "1" for file reading purposes. If you have more than 1 entry'
print *, '
of discrete defects in your file, correct the file before continuing.'
print *, '
This program automatically skips two lines when it comes to the diameter input'
print *, '
section if "PDF" has been selected'
print *, ' Press "1" now to exit. Press any other key to continue'
read *, choice
If (choice == 1) Stop
End If
! Check for model compatibility with input
If (Detail == 1) Then
print *, ' Note: You have selected the average spacing model which is inherently unable to'
print *, ' model diameter distributions of any kind (PDF or Gaussian inputs). Choose a different'
print *, ' model type or change your inputs for this model.'
print *, ' THE PROGRAM WILL NOW EXIT'
stop
End If
End If
! Check N_Type to determine if distribution is being used- Validate Entry
Do While (N_Type /= "Dist" .AND. N_Type /= "Cnst")
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. To set the number density type enter "Dist"'
print *, ' for distribution along "x" or "Cnst" for constant value throughout simulation cell.'
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print *, ' No variation along the height direction is currently available'
read *, N_Type
End Do
If (N_Type == "Cnst") Then
varN = .false.
Else
varN = .true.
End If
! Check for model compatibility with N_Type result
If (varN .AND. Detail == 1) Then
print *, ' Note: the average spacing model is unable to use number density distributions'
print *, ' as an inherent limitation. For this feature, please use model #2.'
print *, ' THE PROGRAM WILL NOW EXIT'
stop
End If
! Read in and parse needed functions
If (d_Type == "PDF" .OR. varN) Then
! Allocate arrays as requested by user
If (d_Type == "PDF" .AND. varN) Then
Allocate(var(1:2), funstr(1:2))
Call initf(2)
Else If (d_Type == "PDF") Then
Allocate(var(1:1), funstr(1:1))
Call initf(1)
Else
Allocate(var(2:2), funstr(2:2))
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Call initf(2)
End If
! Use Diameter.txt file for reading in PDF and associated parameters
If (d_Type == "PDF") Then
Inquire(file="Diameter.txt",exist=existence)
Do While (Not(existence))
print *, 'Diameter.txt not found. For a PDF, you must create it according'
print *, 'to the instructions and place it in the application directory'
print *, 'Press any key to continue, or "1" to exit the program'
read *, choice
If (choice == "1") stop
Inquire(file="Diameter.txt",exist=existence)
End Do
open(2,status = "old", file = "Diameter.txt")
read(2,"(f5.2)"), dmin
read(2,"(f5.2)"), dmax
read(2,"(A1)"), var(1)
read(2,"(A100)"), funstr(1)
! Parse and compile the function
Call parsef(1,funstr(1),var)
close(2)
End If
! Use Number_Density.txt file to get requisit information on number density distribution
If (varN) Then
Inquire(file="Number_Density.txt",exist=existence)
Do While (Not(existence))
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print *, 'Number_Density.txt not found. For a distribution, you must create it '
print *, 'according to the instructions and place in the application directory'
print *, 'Press any key to continue, or "1" to exit the program'
read *, choice
If (choice == "1") stop
Inquire(file="Number_Density.txt",exist=existence)
End Do
open(2,status = "old", file = "Number_Density.txt")
read(2,"(i2)"), mult
read(2,"(A1)"), var(2)
read(2,"(A100)"), funstr(2)
Do While (mult < 1 .OR. mult > 50) ! Validate multiplier entry
print *, ' "Number_Density.txt" contains an invalid multiplier constant entry.'
print *, ' Enter a sampling multiplier as an integer (max 50) greater than 0'
read *, mult
End Do
! Parse and compile the function
Call parsef(2, funstr(2), var)
close(2)
End If
End If
! validate number of defect types
Do While (d_a < 1)
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. How many defect sizes do you wish to use?'
read *, d_a
print *, ' NOTE: The program will skip twich the number of lines in the file as the value you'
print *, ' entered above. If your file structure causes this to be a problem press "1" below'
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print *, ' Any other key simply continues'
read *, choice
If (choice == 1) stop
invalid = .True.
End Do
If ((Detail == 1) .AND. (d_a > 1)) Then
print *, ' Note: the first model does not have the capability to analyze multiple defects'
print *, ' sizes. A weighted average diameter will be used for this analysis'
End If
! allocate diameter array and read diameter values
Allocate(d(1:d_a,1:2))
If (Not(invalid)) Then
If (d_Type == "Dis") Then ! For discrete diameters
Do j = 1, d_a, 1
read (1, *), d(j,1)
read (1, *), d(j,2)
End Do
read (1, *), sdev_d ! Read in standard deviation used for Gaussian distribution
Else ! For PDF of diameters skip 2 diameter entry lines
read (1, "(//)")
End If
Else
If (d_Type == "Dis") Then
Do j = 1, d_a, 1
If (d_Type == "Dis") Then ! For discrete diameters
print *, ' What is diameter number'
read *, d(j,1)
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print *, ' What is the corresponding probability?'
read *, d(j,2)
End If
read (1,"(//)") ! Skip two lines in the input file for each defect size since they are all considered invalid
End Do
read (1, "(f5.3)"), sdev_d ! read in standard deviation used for gaussian distribution
Else
read (1, "(///)") ! skip three lines in the program since these are irrelevant
End If
End If
! Get overlap accuracy parameter determination
read(1,"(A1)"), choice1
Do While (choice1 /= "Y" .AND. choice1 /= "N")
print *, ' The file contains an error. Please enter "Y" or "N" for'
print *, ' overlap accuracy determination'
read *, choice1
End Do
! set "fast" value based on entry
If (choice1 == "Y") Then
fast = .true.
Else
fast = .false.
End If
! Determine if more than 1 mesh should be made
read(1,"(A1)"), choice1
Do While (choice1 /= "Y" .AND. choice1 /= "N")
print *, ' The file contains an error. Please enter "Y" or "N" for'
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print *, ' overlap accuracy determination'
read *, choice1
End Do
! set "fast" value based on entry
If (choice == "Y") Then
Mesh1 = .true.
Else
Mesh1 = .false.
End If
! Determine what progress type to display
read(1,"(A1)"), choice1
Do While (choice1 /= "Y" .AND. choice1 /= "N")
print *, ' The file contains an error. Please enter "Y" or "N" for'
print *, ' display detail'
read *, choice
End Do
! set "fast" value based on entry
If (choice1 == "Y") Then
det_prog = .true.
Else
det_prog = .false.
End If
! Determine source broadening
read(1,"(A1)"), choice1
Do While (choice1 /= "Y" .AND. choice1 /= "N")
print *, ' The file contains an error. Please enter "Y" or "N" for'
print *, ' source broadening'
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read *, choice1
End Do
! set "fast" value based on entry
If (choice1 == "Y") Then
s_broad = .true.
Else
s_broad = .false.
End If
! if source broadening is evaluated, distribute passes over each source
If (s_broad) O = O/num_sources ! note: O is number of passes per history
! Read in value of source spacing
read(1,*), spacing
Do While (spacing < 0)
print * ,'Spacing must be greater than 0. Please re-enter.'
read *, spacing
End Do
! Determine how many files to write
read(1,"(i1)"), i
If ((i < 6) .AND. (i > 1)) Then
Do j=2,6,1
read (1,"(i1)"), i
If (i == 1) then
choose_files(j) = .true.
invalid1 = .true.
Else
choose_files(j) = .false.
invalid = .true.
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End If
End Do
If ((invalid) .AND. (invalid1)) Then
print *, ' The following files will be printed following the program termination:'
print *, ' "Results.txt"'
If (choose_files(2)) print *, ' "Channel_Plot.txt"'
If (choose_files(3)) print *, ' "Dislocation_Track.txt"'
If (choose_files(4)) print *, ' "Core_Results.txt"'
If (choose_files(5)) print *, ' "Dislocation_Kinetics.txt"'
If (choose_files(6)) print *, ' "Interaction_Point.txt"'
Else If (invalid) Then
print *, ' Only "Results.txt" will be printed of the possible files'
Else If (invalid1) Then
print *, ' All output files will be written at the end of this analysis'
End If
invalid = .false.
Else If (i <= 1) Then
print *, ' Only "Results.txt" will be printed of the possible files'
choose_files(2:6) = .false.
Else
print *, ' All output files will be written at the end of this analysis'
choose_files = .true.
End If
! Validate rest of data
Do While (c <= 0)
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Re-enter the grain size'
read *, c
invalid = .True.
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End Do
Do While (b < 250)
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Re-enter the height of the simulation box'
print *, ' the smallest allowed height is 250 nm'
read *, b
invalid = .True.
End Do
Do While ((num_density < 10**21.0) .OR. (num_density > 10**26.0))
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Re-enter the defect number density(m^-3)'
print *, ' NOTE: densities below 10^21 and above 10^26 are not allowed as the program cannot accurately simulate this
information'
read *, num_density
invalid = .True.
End Do
Do While (O <= 0)
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Re-enter the number of dislocation passes'
read *, O
invalid = .True.
End Do
Do While (N < 0)
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Re-enter the number of histories as a power of 10'
read *, N
invalid = .True.
End Do
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If ((increment <= 0) .OR. (increment >= 50)) Then
print *, ' Increment value out of bounds. Increment set to 1%'
print *, ' Increment may not exceed 50 or be less than 0'
increment = 1.0
End If
Do While (auto_repeat < 0)
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Re-enter the number of runs this program will perform'
read *, auto_repeat
invalid = .True.
End Do
Do While ((repeat_var /= "d") .AND. (repeat_var /= "N"))
print *, ' The file contains an invalid entry. Which variable should be repeated (d or N)'
read *, repeat_var
invalid = .True.
End Do
! Display input file for reference during run
rewind(1)
If (Not(invalid)) Then
print *, ' Parameters for this run are as follows:'
Do i = 1, 29+2*d_a, 1
read (1,fmt="(A75)"), variable
print *, variable
End Do
Else
print *, ' Data file not printed. Entries in the file were found to be erroneous'
print *, ' consult the Results_---.txt file at the end of the run if unsure of the data read-in'
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print *, ' or correct the data file and re-run. '
End If
close(1)
End If
! Validate probability entries
If (d_Type == "Dis") Then
sum_prob = sum(d(1:d_a,2))
If (sum_prob /= 1.0) Then
print *, 'Note: the fractional abundances of each defect were normalized to 1.'
print *, ' Check input file to make sure probabilities sum to 1.'
print *, ' The new probabilities were determined to be:'
If (d_a == 1) then
d(1,2) = 1.0
print *, d(1,1), 'nm diameter with ', d(1,2), 'abundance'
Else
Do j = 1, d_a, 1
d(j,2) = d(j,2)/sum_prob
print *, d(j,1), 'nm diameter with ', d(j,2), 'abundance'
End Do
End If
End If
End If
End Subroutine

B.9 Least_squares Subroutine
This subroutine was developed using the summary equations found from WoframMathWorld [67]. It is made general to allow for
portability to other programs and simply analyzes a data set for power, logarithmic, linear, or exponential dependencies, as requested
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by the program. This routine was used to generate power law dependencies only for this thesis. It simply loops through an array,
excluding “0” values from the relation when applicable and outputting the final equation.
subroutine LeastSquares(number, x_inc, y_val, fit_type, output)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
integer :: a, i, number
real(real64) :: y_val(1:number), ParA, ParB ! Y=Ax^B, Y=Ax+B
real(real64) :: sumlnxy, sumlnxsq, sumlnx, sumlny, avex, avey, sumxy, sumx, sumxsq, sumy
real :: x_inc
character(len=*) :: fit_type
character(len=100) :: output
a = number
If (trim(fit_type) == "power") Then
sumlnxy = 0; sumlnxsq = 0; sumlnx = 0; sumlny = 0
Do i = 1, number, 1
If (y_val(i) <= 0.) then
a = a-1
cycle
End If
sumlnxy = sumlnxy + log(x_inc*i)*log(y_val(i))
sumlnxsq = sumlnxsq + (log(x_inc*i))*(log(x_inc*i))
sumlnx = sumlnx + log(x_inc*i)
sumlny = sumlny + log(y_val(i))
End Do
ParB = (a*sumlnxy-sumlnx*sumlny)/(a*sumlnxsq-sumlnx*sumlnx)
ParA = exp((sumlny-ParB*sumlnx)/a)
Write(output,"(E15.8,A2,E15.8)"),ParA,'x^',ParB
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Else If (trim(fit_type) == "linear") Then
sumxy=0; sumx=0; sumxsq=0; sumy=0;
Do i = 1, number, 1
sumx = sumx + x_inc*i
sumy = sumy + y_val(i)
sumxsq = sumxsq + x_inc*i*i*x_inc
sumxy = sumxy + x_inc*i*y_val(i)
End Do
avex = sumx/a
avey = sumy/a
ParB = (avey*sumxsq-avex*sumxy)/(sumxsq-a*avex*avex)
ParA = (sumxy-a*avex*avey)/(sumxsq -a*avex*avex)
Write(output,"(E15.8,A2,E15.8)"),ParA,'x+',ParB
Else If (trim(fit_type) == "exponential") Then
Do i = 1, number, 1
If (y_val(i) <= 0.) then
a = a-1
cycle
End If
sumlnxy = sumlnxy + x_inc*i*log(y_val(i)) ! actually is x*ln(y) for this case
sumx = sumx + x_inc*i
sumxsq = sumxsq + x_inc*i*i*x_inc
sumlny = sumlny + log(y_val(i))
End Do
ParB = (a*sumlnxy-sumx*sumlny)/(a*sumxsq-sumx*sumx)
ParA = exp((sumlny*sumxsq-sumx*sumlnxy)/(a*sumxsq-sumx*sumx))
Write(output,"(E15.8,A2,E15.8)"),ParA,'x^',ParB
Else If (trim(fit_type) == "logarithmic") Then
Do i = 1, number, 1
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If (y_val(i) <= 0.) then
a = a-1
cycle
End If
sumlnxy = sumlnxy + x_inc*i*log(y_val(i)) ! actually is x*ln(y) for this case
sumx = sumx + x_inc*i
sumxsq = sumxsq + x_inc*i*i*x_inc
sumlny = sumlny + log(y_val(i))
End Do
ParB = (a*sumlnxy-sumx*sumlny)/(a*sumxsq-sumx*sumx)
ParA = exp((sumlny*sumxsq-sumx*sumlnxy)/(a*sumxsq-sumx*sumx))
Write(output,"(E15.8,A2,E15.8)"),ParA,'x^',ParB
Else
print *, 'Error in output request. output = "error"'
output = "Error"
End If

end subroutine

B.10 MeshDimension Subroutine
This is a simpy subroutine that uses straightforward relations to calculate the dimensions for the Mesh array used to store defect
locations and existence information in this thesis.
Subroutine MeshDimensions(b1, c1, a, b, c, d_ave, dl, Detail, num_density)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
real(real64) :: num_density
real :: a, b, c, d_ave, dl ! b is the maximum expected height of the channel (nm)
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! c is the length of the channel (microns)
! d is the diameter of the loops
! dl is the average length to interaction.
Integer, intent(out) :: b1,c1 ! number of elements in each dimension of array corresponding to b, c of cell
Integer, intent(in) :: Detail
If (Detail == 1) Then ! Perform the following if a simple approach is used
b1 = 2.*b/d_ave ! To allow for dislocation climb
c1 = c*1000/dl
Else
b1 = num_density*a*b*c*(10.**(-24.0)) ! The number of rows is equal to the number of defects created
c1 = 5
End If
End Subroutine

B.11 NextDefect Subroutine
NextDefect only operates for model 2 and is used to find the next defect that can interact with the dislocation. This subroutine is
superfluous for model 1 because that model’s defects are ordered perfectly and the next defect is found by simple index incrementing.
In model 2, as shown in DefectMesh, section B.5 DefectMesh Subroutine the random placing of the defects results in an inability to
easily find the next defect as in model 1. This subroutine thus begins in a relevant defect section (see B.5 DefectMesh Subroutine for
definition and implementation) and loops through the defects within that that section (and further sections), comparing the location of
each defect with the location of the dislocation (x, y). No consideration is given to the defect decoration of dislocations although these
have been shown to occur [39,40]. For defects that are in the path of the dislocation as defined by being ahead of the defect and within
d/2 in the y direction, the location of that defect is recorded as long as it is closer (in the x direction) than the previously “interactable”
defect, if any. This process is repeated for 3 defect sections from the initial location once an eligible defect has been found to ensure
that it is the closest defect. This last step is somewhat useless because sections are small enough that if a defect is found within one
section, it is likely the closest available defect. The reason the entire mesh is not sorted through is because of speed constraints. Note
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that this subroutine will go far beyond 3 sections if it cannot find a defect. Once it finds an eligble defect, if that defect is beyond 3
sections from the initial source, the program assumes this is the closest defect.
Subroutine NextDefect(x, height, Mesh, b1, c, num_sections, defect_section, aa, closest_i, varN, lasti, Ave_DS)
implicit none
integer :: b1, i, j, num_sections, closest_i, defect_section, lasti, Ave_DS
real :: x, closest, height, Mesh(1:b1, 1:5), c, aa(1:num_sections, 1:3)
logical, intent(in) :: varN
! Find starting location to analyze
If (varN) Then
i = lasti
Do While (aa(i,3) < closest_i)
i=i+1
End Do
j = aa(i-2,3)-aa(1,3)
If (i > lasti) lasti = i-1
Else
j = (x*num_sections/c-2)*defect_section ! start at location several defects before the fraction the dislocation has
!currently travelled
End If
If (j<1) Then
j=1
End If
! Set initial values for the result variables
closest_i = b1
closest = 1000000000
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! loop through remainder of the Mesh to find closest defect to interact with
Do i = j, b1, 1
If (abs(height-Mesh(i,2)) <= Mesh(i,5)/2.) Then ! The next defect must be ahead of the dislocation and be able to
!interact
If (Mesh(i,4) == 2.)Then
If ((Mesh(i,1) > x).AND.(Mesh(i,1) < closest)) Then
closest = Mesh(i,1)
closest_i = i
End If
End If
End If ! Optimal configuration for if statment is nested as above. No significant advantage is gained
!from separating terms inlast nested if statment
! Test for subroutine termination by nearest-defect-found criterion
If ((closest < 1000000000)) Then
If (not(varN)) Then
If (i > j + 3*defect_section) Then
x = closest ! A suitable defect has been found. Move the dislocation to it
Mesh(closest_i, 4) = 1. ! eliminate the defect
return ! Return to the main program after updating x and eliminating the defect
Else If (i == b1) Then
x = closest
Mesh(closest_i, 4) = 1.
return
End If
Else
If (i > j + 3*Ave_DS) Then
x = closest ! A suitable defect has been found. Move the dislocation to it
Mesh(closest_i, 4) = 1. ! eliminate the defect
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return ! Return to the main program after updating x and eliminating the defect
Else If (i == b1) Then
x = closest
Mesh(closest_i, 4) = 1.
return
End If
End If
End If
End Do
! No suitable defect has been found. Transport the dislocation to the edge of the grain
x=c
End Subroutine

B.12 Validation Subroutine
This subroutine was created initially to save some space early in this program’s development and simply tests the value of dislocation
height after each interaction to ensure it does not violate the box boundaries. If a violation occurs, a counter is updated (which is
eventually averaged to be a number of violations per history) and the height is adjusted back to the boundary border.
Subroutine Validation(a, b, c_max, c_min)
implicit none
integer :: a, b ! "a" is a particular value and "b" is its maximum. 1 is assumed to be the minimum
integer :: c_min, c_max ! Counts the number of times the max and min are reached.
If (a > b) Then
print *, 'Warning: The program has reached its minimum allowed channel height.'
a=b
c_min = c_min + 1
Else If (a < 1) Then
print *, 'Warning: The program has reached is maximum allowed channel height.'
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a=1
c_max = c_max + 1
End If
End Subroutine

B.13 Writeout Subroutine
This is a rather lengthy subroutine that is responsible for gathering all the data and input parameters from the simulation and
outputting it to various files. “Results____.txt” is always printed but other files, “Channel_Plot_Data____.txt”,
“Core_Results____.txt”, “Dislocation_Track____.txt”, “Dislocation_Kinetics____.txt”, “Interaction_Point____.txt” are only printed if
requested by the input file. The block underscores above are substitutions for numbers that are recorded for each file. On entering this
program, a test is run for “Output_counter.txt” which simply contains a number inidicating how many files have been witten. If it is
found, the number is taken and incremented and that new number is used as the number for all files. “Output_counter.txt” is then
saved with the new number. Otherwise, the file is created as given a value of 1. Details of printouts for each file are found below but
generally, “Results” and “Core_Results” contain nearly the same information: Input parameters such as number of histories, defect
size and density (along with distributions, if present), the name of the file within the text, the model type used, boundary violation
information, length of the channel, number of sources, mean channel width and channel widths at each dl location along with standard
deviations for each of these. The only difference in these files is the specific width of the “Core_Results” is the core width from
subroutine B.4 CoreHeight Subroutineand “Results” uses the maximum width results. “Channel_Plot_Data” includes x and y
coordinates for each eliminated defect. “Dislocation_Track” includes the x and y positions of each dislocation every dl increment as
it travels through the matrix. “Interaction_point” is similar to “Dislocation_Track” but instead uses the exact positions of defect
elimination by each dislocation, rather than positions at each dl increment. “Dislocation_Kinetics” was not used for data in this thesis
but includes any information from how long it takes for each dislocation to move through the matrix.
Subroutine Writeout(c_min, c_max, N, O, c1, c2, b1, mean, mean_c, sdev, sdev_c, statistics, Mesh, D1, d, d_a, d_ave, b, dl,&
num_sources, l0, DeltaL, dis_track, Detail, a, mean_time, sdev_time, time_pin, free_speed, interaction_points, num_density, &
comptime, choose_files, Gauss, d_Type, varN, funstr, spacing, s_broad, output_res, output_cor, p_elim)
use iso_fortran_env
implicit none
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integer :: c_min, c_max, N, O, i, j, k, c1, c2, b1, num_sources, source, l0, DeltaL, number, Detail, d_a
real :: mean(1:num_sources), sdev(1:num_sources), D1, d(1:d_a,1:2), b, dl, dis_track(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources)
real :: Mesh(1:b1, 1:c1), spacing, p_elim
real :: interaction_points(1:(c2*4),1:(2*O)), a, time_pin, free_speed, d_ave, comptime, sdev_c(1:num_sources),
real :: mean_c(1:num_sources)
real(real64) :: statistics(1:c2, 2:9, 1:num_sources), mean_time(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources), sdev_time(1:c2, 1:O, 1:num_sources)
real(real64) :: num_density
character(len=3) :: d_Type
character(len=*), dimension(:), allocatable :: funstr
character(len=15) :: Results
character(len=20):: CResults
character(len=25) :: Plot, Track, ip
character(len=28) :: Kinetics
character(len=100) :: output_res, output_cor
logical :: existence, choose_files(2:6), Gauss, varN, s_broad
! Print status statment
print *, 'Writing files...'
! Get filename information
Inquire(file="Output_counter.txt", exist=existence)
If(existence) Then ! If the file exists, use it normally
open(1, status = "old", file = "Output_counter.txt")
read (1, "(i3)"), number
Backspace(1)
Else ! if the file does not exist, create it and populate it with a "0" value
number = 0
open(1, status = "new", file = "Output_counter.txt")
End If
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! Create file names
Write(Results, "(A8,i3,A4)"), 'Results_' , number+1 , '.txt'
Write(CResults, "(A13, i3, A4)"), 'Core_Results_', number+1, '.txt'
Write(Plot, "(A18, i3, A4)"), 'Channel_Plot_Data_' , number+1 , '.txt'
Write(Track, "(A18, i3, A4)"), 'Dislocation_Track_', number+1 , '.txt'
Write(Kinetics, "(A21, i3, A4)"), 'Dislocation_Kinetics_', number+1, '.txt'
Write(ip, "(A18, i3, A4)"), 'Interaction_Point_', number+1, '.txt'
! Update counter and close file
Write(1,"(i3)"), number + 1
close(1)
! Create and populate results file
open(1, status = "replace", file=(Results))
Write(1,*),' Data from ', Results
If (Detail == 1) Then
Write(1,*), 'The following data was generated using an average spacing defect model'
Else
Write(1, *), 'The following data was generated using a random defect distribution model'
End If
Write(1,"(A148)"), 'The function describing this data set is height=', trim(output_res)
Write(1,"(A25, i1)"), 'number of histories = 10^', int(log10(real(N)))
Write(1,"(A43, i5)"), 'number of dislocation passes per history = ', O*num_sources
Write(1,"(A27, f6.1)"), 'Channel length (microns) = ', D1
If (d_a == 1) Then
If (Not(Gauss) .AND. d_Type == "Dis") Then
Write(1,"(A27, f6.2)"), ' Loop Diameter (nm) = ', d_ave
Else
Write(1,"(A27, f6.2)"), 'Average Loop Diameter(nm)= ', d_ave
End If
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If (d_Type == "PDF") Then
Write(1,*), ' A PDF of defect diameters was used to generate this data'
Write(1,*), ' The equation for it is below'
Write(1,"(5x, A100)"), funstr(1)
End If
Else
Write(1,"(A29, f6.1)"), ' Average Loop Diameter(nm) = ', d_ave
Write(1,*), 'Loop Diameter (nm): % Abundance:'
Do i = 1, d_a, 1
Write(1,"(8x, f5.2, 17x, f4.1)"), d(i,1), d(i,2)*100.
End Do
End If
If (p_elim /= 1.) Write(1,"(A36,f5.3)"), ' Defect elimination probability was ', p_elim
If (Gauss) Write(1,*), ' Gaussian distribution about the mean diameter(s) was used for this simulation'
If (varN) Then
Write(1,*), ' A gradient of defect densities was used in this study'
Write(1,*), ' The equation for it is below'
Write(1,"(5x, A100)"), funstr(2)
Write(1,"(A30, E10.3)"), ' Average Loop Density (m^-3) =', num_density
Else
Write(1,"(A27, E10.3)"),' Loop Density (m^-3) = ', num_density
End If
Write(1,"(A32, f5.1)"), ' Dislocation line length (nm) = ', (10.**(9.))/sqrt(num_density*d_ave*(10.**(-9.0)))
Write(1,"(A51, f5.0, A2)"), ' The maximum climb allowed in either direction was ', b/2., 'nm'
If (num_sources > 1) Then
Write(1,"(A43, i2)"), ' The number of dislocation soures used was ', num_sources
If (s_broad) Then
Write(1,"(A60)"), ' All sources were evaluated as a single broadened source'
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else
Write(1,"(A80)"), ' Each source was considered to be a unique source, independent of the others'
End If
Write(1,"(A24, f5.2, A2)"), ' Source spacing was ', spacing,'nm'
End If
If ((c_min > 0) .AND. (c_max > 0)) then
Write(1,"(A12, f5.2, A33)"), ' There were ', real(c_min)/N, ' min bound violations per history'
Write(1,"(A12, f5.2, A33)"), ' There were ', real(c_max)/N, ' max bound violations per history'
Else
Write(1,*), ' No boundary violations occurred in the simulation set'
End If
Write(1,*), ''
Write(1,*), ''
Write(1,*), ' mean
standard deviation'
Write(1,*), ' channel height
of mean'
If ((num_sources > 1) .AND. not(s_broad)) Then
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
Write(1,"(i1, 3x, f7.1, 14x, E10.3)"), source, mean(source), sdev(source)
End Do
Else
Write(1,"(4x, f7.1, 14x, E10.3)"), mean(1), sdev(1)
End If
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
Write(1,*), ''
If (num_sources > 1 .AND. not(s_broad)) Then
Write(1,*), ' For dislocation source number ', source
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End If
Write(1,*), ' x
height height_sdev'
Do i = 1, c2, 1
Write(1,"(f10.1, f10.2, 4x, E9.2)"), dl*i, statistics(i,4, source), statistics(i,5, source)
End Do
If (s_broad) exit
End Do
close(1)
! Write Channel plot results to an output file
If (choose_files(2)) Then
open (1, status = "Replace", file=(Plot))
Write(1,*),' Data from ', Plot
Write(1,*), ' x
height '
If (Detail == 1) Then
Do i = 1, c2, 1
Do j = 1, b1, 1
If (Mesh(j,i) == 1.) Then
Write(1,"(1x, f8.1, f6.1)"), i*dl, (l0-j)*d_ave/2
End If
End Do
End Do
Else
Do i = 1, b1, 1
If (Mesh(i,4) == 1.) Then
Write(1,"(1x, f8.1, 2x, f6.1)"), Mesh(i,1), Mesh(i,2)-b/2.
End If
End Do
End If
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close(1)
End If
! Write Dislocation track array to a file for plotting
If (choose_files(3) .AND. not(s_broad)) Then
open (1, status = "Replace", file = (Track))
Write(1,*),' Data from ', Track
Write(1, fmt="(A12, 1000(2x, i4, 7x))"), ' x(nm) ', (i,i=1,O)
If (num_sources == 1) Then
Do i = 1, c2, 1
Write(1, "(1x, f8.1, 1000(2x, f9.2, 2x))"), i*dl, (dis_track(i,j,1), j=1,O,1)
End Do
Else
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
Write(1,fmt="(A20, i2)"), ' For source number ', source
Do i = 1, c2, 1
Write(1, "(1x, f8.1, 1000(2x, f9.2, 2x))"), i*dl, (dis_track(i,j,source), j=1,O,1)
End Do
Write(1,*), ''
Write(1,*), ''
End Do
End If
close(1)
End If
! Write Dislocation kinetics information array to a file
If (choose_files(5) .AND. not(s_broad)) Then
open (1, status = "Replace", file = (Kinetics))
Write(1,*),' Data from ', Kinetics
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If (num_sources > 1) Then
Write(1,*), ' Only the first dislocation source is printed below'
End If
Write(1,*), ' Values under each dislocation number is time in seconds it takes to'
Write(1,*), ' REACH the location indicated'
Write(1,"(A40, f6.1, A8)"), ' Time to move through a defect was set at ', time_pin, ' seconds'
Write(1,"(A57, f6.0, A4)"), ' Time to move through the defect-free material was set at ', free_speed, ' m/s'
Write(1,*), ''
Write(1,*), '
| Dislocation number :'
Write(1, fmt="(A12, 1000(3x, i4, 4x))"), ' x(nm) |', (i,i=1,O)
Write(1, fmt="(A12, 1000(f10.2, 1x))"), 'mean time |', (mean_time(c2, i,1), i=1,O,1) ! mean time to end of channel
Write(1, fmt="(A12, 1000(E10.3, 1x))"), 'sdev time |', (sdev_time(c2, i,1), i=1,O,1) ! sdev of mean time
Do i = 1, c2, 1
Write(1, "(f10.0, 1x, 1000(f10.2, 1x))"), i*dl, (mean_time(i, j, 1), j=1,O,1)
End Do
close(1)
End If
! For random spacing model create file of interaction points
If ((Detail == 2) .AND. (choose_files(6)) .AND. not(s_broad)) Then
open(1, status="Replace", file= (ip) )
Write(1,*), ' Data from ', ip
Write(1,fmt="(1000(12x, i3, 4x))"), (i,i=1,O)
! Find maximum number of write-outs
j=0
i=1
If (O > 1 ) Then ! Determine the termination point for write-out
Do While ((j == 0) .AND. (i <= c2*4))
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If ((interaction_points(i, 1) == 0) .AND. (interaction_points(i, 3) == 0)) j = i
i=i+1
End Do
Else
Do While ((j == 0) .AND. (i <= c2*4))
If (interaction_points(i, 1) == 0) j = i
i=i+1
End Do
End If
Do i = 1, j, 1 ! Write out data to termination point
Write(1,fmt="(1000(1x, f12.1, 1x, f5.1))"), (interaction_points(i,k),k=1,(O*2),1)
End Do
close(1)
End If
! Write out core results file
If (choose_files(4)) Then
open(1, status = "replace", file=(CResults))
Write(1,*), ' Data from ', CResults
If (Detail == 1) Then
Write(1,*), 'The following data was generated using an average spacing defect model'
Else
Write(1, *), 'The following data was generated using a random defect distribution model'
End If
Write(1,"(A148)"), 'The function describing this data set is height=', trim(output_cor)
Write(1,"(A25, i1)"), 'number of histories = 10^', int(log10(real(N)))
Write(1,"(A43, i5)"), 'number of dislocation passes per history = ', O*num_sources
Write(1,"(A27, f6.1)"), 'Channel length (microns) = ', D1
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If (d_a == 1) Then
If (Not(Gauss) .AND. d_Type == "Dis") Then
Write(1,"(A27, f6.2)"), ' Loop Diameter (nm) = ', d_ave
Else
Write(1,"(A27, f6.2)"), 'Average Loop Diameter(nm)= ', d_ave
End If
If (d_Type == "PDF") Then
Write(1,*), ' A PDF of defect diameters was used to generate this data'
Write(1,*), ' The equation for it is below'
Write(1,"(5x, A100)"), funstr(1)
End If
Else
Write(1,"(A29, f6.1)"), ' Average Loop Diameter(nm) = ', d_ave
Write(1,*), 'Loop Diameter (nm): % Abundance:'
Do i = 1, d_a, 1
Write(1,"(8x, f5.2, 17x, f4.1)"), d(i,1), d(i,2)*100.
End Do
End If
If (Gauss) Write(1,*), ' Gaussian distribution about the mean diameter(s) was used for this simulation'
If (varN) Then
Write(1,*), ' A gradient of defect densities was used in this study'
Write(1,*), ' The equation for it is below'
Write(1,"(5x, A100)"), funstr(2)
Write(1,"(A30, E10.3)"), ' Average Loop Density (m^-3) =', num_density
Else
Write(1,"(A27, E10.3)"),' Loop Density (m^-3) = ', num_density
End If
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Write(1,"(A32, f5.1)"), ' Dislocation line length (nm) = ', (10.**(9.))/sqrt(num_density*d_ave*(10.**(-9.0)))
Write(1,"(A51, f5.0, A2)"), ' The maximum climb allowed in either direction was ', b/2., 'nm'
If (num_sources > 1) Then
Write(1,"(A43, i2)"), ' The number of dislocation soures used was ', num_sources
If (s_broad) Then
Write(1,"(A60)"), ' All sources were evaluated as a single broadened source'
else
Write(1,"(A80)"), ' Each source was considered to be a unique source, independent of the others'
End If
Write(1,"(A24, f5.2, A2)"), ' Source spacing was ', spacing,'nm'
End If
If ((c_min > 0) .AND. (c_max > 0)) then
Write(1,"(A12, f5.2, A33)"), ' There were ', real(c_min)/N, ' min bound violations per history'
Write(1,"(A12, f5.2, A33)"), ' There were ', real(c_max)/N, ' max bound violations per history'
Else
Write(1,*), ' No boundary violations occurred in the simulation set'
End If
Write(1,*), ''
Write(1,*), ''
Write(1,*), ' mean
standard deviation'
Write(1,*), ' channel height
of mean'
If ((num_sources > 1) .AND. not(s_broad)) Then
Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
Write(1,"(i1, 3x, f7.1, 14x, E10.3)"), source, mean_c(source), sdev_c(source)
End Do
Else
Write(1,"(4x, f7.1, 14x, E10.3)"), mean_c(1), sdev_c(1)
End If
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Do source = 1, num_sources, 1
Write(1,*), ''
If (num_sources > 1 .AND. not(s_broad)) Then
Write(1,*), ' For dislocation source number ', source
End If
Write(1,*), ' x
height height_sdev'
Do i = 1, c2, 1
Write(1,"(f10.1, f10.2, 4x, E9.2)"), dl*i, statistics(i,8, source), statistics(i,9, source)
End Do
if (s_broad) exit
End Do
close(1)
End If
End Subroutine

[1] K. Farrell, T.S. Byun, N. Hashimoto, Mapping Flow Localization Processes in Deformation of Irradiated Reactor Structural
Alloys—Final Report, 2003.
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